Many scholars have demonstrated that labor mobility between firms has lead to the economic success of Silicon Valley. California's policy against enforcing covenants not to compete has been shown to provide the legal infrastructure for high labor mobility. Does the argument extend to mobility of skilled labor across national borders? This Article addresses that question in the context of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, the first federal criminal trade secret law in the United States. By analyzing the scholarly literature and the case law under the Act, the author presents a theoretical framework for assessing the Act based on international trade theory. The Article concludes that there are policy reasons to be skeptical about the Act and several reforms could ease the potential chilling effect of the Act on the mobility of skilled labor. Such reforms include replacing the criminal provisions of the Act with a private civil cause of action and expanding extraterritorial application of both patent and trade secret laws.
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OPEN BORDERS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & FEDERAL CRIMINAL TRADE SECRET LAW
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INTRODUCTION

A recurring metaphor in intellectual property law is that of boundaries.1 At the heart of patent law, for example, are the metes and bounds of the invention as determined by the written claims.2 Within copyright, scholars debate the legal borders of the market for the protected work in determining when the adaptation right of the copyright owner has been infringed.3 Trademark rights are circumscribed by geographic boundaries and the borders of the product space that is being branded.4 Finally, a group of intellectual property scholars have recently turned their attention to how intellectual property aids in constructing the boundaries of the firm.5 Outside the field of intellectual property, real and virtual boundaries are policed through national security law, cyberspace law, and immigration law. This Article focuses on the intersection between boundaries in intellectual property law and those in immigration policy. The Economic Espionage Act of 19966 provides a case study of how intellectual property law is used to police
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real world boundaries across which people and ideas move. The Act also demonstrates how intellectual property law has expanded its own boundaries by moving beyond a legal tool to regulate markets and competition to a tool to police political and economic concerns of domestic security and information control. Like the work on intellectual property and the boundaries of the firm, this Article presents the argument that intellectual property also serves to define the boundaries of the nation-state. Two foundational concepts are at play in this Article: the movement of people and the movement of information. Immigration law and policy governs the movement of people across national borders. Movement of people within national borders but across regional borders (such as between states or cities) is governed in the United States by the right to travel and federal and state laws that regulate the movement of people in response to new employment opportunities, state programs, and changes in family situations. Movement within national borders is not considered part of immigration law and policy for the purposes of this Article although federal immigration law can affect the mobility of individuals within national borders. The movement of information is governed by intellectual property law and policy. If information is protected by intellectual property law (for example, when it becomes embodied in a patentable invention or in a fixed and original work of authorship), then the movement of information, however embodied, becomes a matter of how it can be distributed and copied under the terms of the relevant intellectual property doctrine.

The movements of people and information, for the most part, are split in theory between the domains of immigration law and policy and intellectual property law and policy. Professor Kevin Johnson, an immigration law scholar, has persuasively made the case for “open borders,” or the permissive movement of people across national borders. Intellectual property law, however, often restricts the movement of information across borders by allowing intellectual property owners to police national borders to prevent the importation of infringing materials. This paper advances the
case for open borders in the area of intellectual property law by demonstrating how the movement of people and movement of information across borders are closely connected.

In practice, information is often embodied in people through knowledge and ideas, and the movement of one may affect the movement of the other. Professor Michael Olivas has documented how the increased scrutiny of immigration after the attacks of 9/11 has affected universities and graduate students. In the world of commerce, rules on employee ownership and use of intellectual property, obviously, can affect the movement of employees as they seek new opportunities or attempt to form start-ups and new ventures. This phenomenon has been studied extensively by AnnaLee Saxenian, Alan Hyde, and Ronald Gilson, each of whose scholarship has demonstrated the role of formal law and informal norms in structuring high-velocity labor markets and fueling innovation. These scholars, however, have focused largely on regional markets, such as Silicon Valley or Route 128. Scholars have paid less attention to the effects of labor mobility across national borders on high velocity labor markets. Recent scholarship by Professors Saxenian and Hyde has integrated international migration into the respective studies of high-velocity labor markets. Professor Saxenian, for example, has explored what she calls “the new argonauts,” or high-skilled immigrants who enter to United States to fill temporary spots in high technology labor markets. Professor Hyde has also integrated the phenomenon of H-1B visa holders into his theory of internal labor markets and high technology industries. This Article, however, is the first attempt to explore systematically how intellectual property, through the Economic Espionage Act, acts
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Open Borders

as a type of immigration policy, that is using legal instruments to regulate the movement of people across national borders through the movement of ideas.\textsuperscript{20}

The Economic Espionage Act makes the theft of trade secrets either across international borders or domestically a federal crime.\textsuperscript{21} Section 1831 criminalizes the theft of a company's trade secret for the benefit of a non-United States entity or government.\textsuperscript{22} Indictments and convictions under section 1831 largely affect non-United States nationals who are either employed in the United States or travel to the United States and have been found to have engaged in the theft of a trade secret within the United States for the benefit of either a foreign business entity or a foreign sovereign.\textsuperscript{23} To label the Economic Espionage Act as immigration policy is potentially misleading since section 1832 of the Act does not have the requirement of benefit to a foreign entity.\textsuperscript{24} Instead, this provision criminalizes any theft of a trade secret that is harmful to the trade secret owner.\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, convictions under section 1832 could be brought against United States citizens who have stolen trade secrets for United States companies.\textsuperscript{26} However, the breadth of section 1832 would permit convictions against non-United States citizens and against acts that benefit foreign entities.\textsuperscript{27} While it would certainly be misleading to label the Economic Espionage Act solely as an example of immigration policy, it would not be misguided to claim that the Act affects the movement of people across national borders because of the express language of section 1831 and the broad language of section 1832.\textsuperscript{28} The attention paid to economic espionage and the use of federal resources to combat it arises from documented concerns about efforts by several countries, including Cuba, China, Iran, Iraq, and Pakistan to misappropriate United States defense and industrial technologies.\textsuperscript{29} The Office of the National Counterintelligence Executive warns, as part of its annual report to Congress on economic espionage dating back to 1995, about the threat to United States technology from espionage that arises in


\textsuperscript{22} Id. § 1831.

\textsuperscript{23} See, e.g., Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, First Foreign Economic Espionage Indictment: Defendants Steal Trade Secrets from Cleveland Clinic Foundation (May 8, 2001) [hereinafter First Foreign Indictment], available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/Okamoto_SerizawaIndict.htm (announcing the indictment of a Japanese national under section 1831).

\textsuperscript{24} See 18 U.S.C. § 1832.

\textsuperscript{25} Id.

\textsuperscript{26} See id.

\textsuperscript{27} Id.

\textsuperscript{28} See 18 U.S.C. §§ 1831–32.

\textsuperscript{29} See 1 STEVEN Z. SZCZEPANSKI & DAVID M. EPSTEIN, ECKSTROM'S LICENSING IN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC OPERATIONS § 8A:23 (2009) ("National security seems to be another concern which has spurred the implementation of the Economic Espionage Act.").
industry, government facilities, conferences, conventions, and trade shows. The Economic Espionage Act has the effect of immigration policy. In fact, many of the cases brought under the Act are against non-United States citizens. It is this phenomenon that I will be examining.

While the Economic Espionage Act, an instrument for making trade secret misappropriation a federal crime, is a unique development in intellectual property law, the criminalization of trade secret and its effects on the immigration and emigration of labor is not new. Professor Doron S. Ben-Atar has documented the role of industrial espionage in the propagation of technology as far back as the Seventeenth Century. England countered the practice of industrial espionage by limiting the emigration of industrial labor and criminalizing the act of enticing English industrial workers overseas. Restrictions on the movement of labor can be traced back to the Roman Empire where skilled artisans were legally bound to their employer. Social restrictions also bound skilled labor as, for example, in the case of the glass blowers of Murano who were required to remain on the island several miles off the coast of Venice in order to preserve the secrets of the trade. The enactment of the Economic Espionage Act in 1996 is perhaps just another indication of the shift in the United States legal climate from tolerating intellectual property piracy (in the Nineteenth Century) to protecting intellectual property rights vigorously (in the late Twentieth Century). What is difficult is the harnessing of federal prosecutorial power to the protection of trade secrets when legal scrutiny has typically rested in state civil litigation. The broader historical context of the Economic Espionage Act motivates the need for scrutiny of the use of restrictions on labor mobility across national borders as a tool of intellectual property policy.

Casting intellectual property law in terms of the movement of ideas and people is an original turn in this Article. My broader point is to reorient our understanding of intellectual property, both as scholars and policymakers, in terms of international
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37 See BEN-ATAR, supra note 33, at 9 (describing prevalence of technology piracy globally in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries).

trade. Consequently, a good portion of this Article will be devoted to understanding the movement of ideas and people in terms of international trade theory. In some ways, the reliance on international trade should not be surprising. The European Community and European Union case law on intellectual property contains a sizeable body of disputes regarding parallel importation, an area that brings the movement of ideas in conflict with the movement of goods. In these cases, especially those involving pharmaceuticals, the commitment to the free movement of goods within Europe trumped intellectual property rights. Within the United States, the tension between intellectual property rights and the free movement of goods has played itself out largely within the area of the first sale doctrine rather than through norms of international trade. The Economic Espionage Act, however, does pose the question of whether a commitment to intellectual property rights should trump any commitment to the free movement of people across borders. In practice, intellectual property rights do trump through the application of the Act. This Article answers the question of whether they should.

My analysis of this normative question begins with a reconsideration of the Saxenian-Hyde-Gilson arguments about regional markets in the broader context of international trade. There are many reasons why the arguments about innovation and labor movements do not carry over to the movement of people across national borders. Concerns over the negative externalities of national security and classified information as well as the scale effects of national, as opposed to regional markets, I argue, may minimize the concerns that scholars have demonstrated over restrictions on labor mobility in regional markets. Although these counter arguments are important, I place them in the perspective offered from the theory of international trade to conclude that other compelling arguments weigh in favor of a cautious enforcement of the Economic Espionage Act. Specifically, both the traditional theory of international trade, with its support for free trade, and more contemporary theories that focus on returns to scale and knowledge spillovers support this cautious enforcement.
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approach. I conclude that the concerns that underlie support for the Economic Espionage Act can best be balanced with the norms of international trade through a combination of more targeted enforcement of the Act and a broader application of extraterritorial application of both the Patent Act and trade secret law. In short, intellectual property law should not be used as a vehicle for immigration policy and should be more narrow and purposive in application.

The structure of this Article is as follows. Section I, which follows, presents the arguments for and against restrictions on labor mobility from within the Saxenian-Hyde-Gilson perspective as supplemented by economic theories of international trade. Section II assesses the Economic Espionage Act in light of this augmented theory. Section III presents policy recommendations for rethinking the Economic Espionage Act and for reforming collateral areas of intellectual property law, specifically the law of patents and trade secrets. This article concludes by demonstrating how my arguments in this Article point to a general theory of intellectual property and international trade.

I. HIGH VELOCITY LABOR MARKETS IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

There is a rich scholarly literature on the movement of information as embodied in the movement of people. Economic geographer AnnaLee Saxenian's ethnographic study of high technology labor markets in California and Massachusetts laid the foundation for the work of legal scholars like Alan Hyde and Ronald Gilson to build the legal and market analysis of how labor mobility affects technological innovation. This body of scholarship demonstrates how the movement of people influences the movement of information which fuels the diffusion of knowledge.

While this scholarly literature is well-known, little attention has been paid to the international or global context within which these high technology labor markets operate. Although both Professors Saxenian and Hyde have turned to the role of international migration in supplying high technology labor markets in the United States, the policy conclusion largely focus on regional migration. This focus is reflected in the policy implications gleaned from the studies to assess trade secret and employment law, the provenance of state and local, rather than national, governments. Assessing the Economic Espionage Act and related international
intellectual property policies requires exploring the intersection of the existing literature on high velocity labor markets and international trade.

This intersection is the focus of this section, which begins first with a survey of the existing theory and an identification of the problems of extending the existing work of Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson to the realm of international trade. I address these problems by a careful consideration of international trade theory and its implications for high velocity labor markets. This analysis provides a foundation for addressing the implications of the international movement of people for the international movement of information. How intellectual property and the cross-border movement of labor and ideas intersect is the key contribution of this section and is critical for the assessment of the Economic Espionage Act.

A. Existing Theory

The importance of labor mobility to innovation and growth in high technology sectors has been documented by Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson.\footnote{See generally SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15 (comparing and contrasting the differences between Silicon Valley and the Route 128 Corridor in Massachusetts); Gilson, supra note 15 (comparing the laws applicable to Silicon Valley with those applicable to the Route 128 Corridor); Hyde, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (analyzing Silicon Valley’s work force mobility and laws affecting that mobility).} Scholars have built on their insights to develop a deeper understanding of intellectual property protection within a firm and between firms.\footnote{See Burk & McDonell, supra note 5, at 592 (offering an analysis of within firm and across firm competition and intellectual property rights); Shubha Ghosh, Decoding and Recoding Natural Monopoly, Deregulation, and Intellectual Property, 2008 U. ILL. L. REV. 1125, 1172–78 (2008) (offering a broader discussion of competition, intellectual property rights, and innovation, and analyzing the role of competitive pressures on innovation and structure of intellectual property doctrine).} Owners of intellectual property can enjoin the use of protected information and knowledge by existing employees as well as competitors outside the boundaries of the firm.\footnote{See, e.g., Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470, 473–74, 493 (1974).} The scope of intellectual property rules then determines the extent of competition arising from other firms as well as from current employees and agents of an existing firm.\footnote{See Gilson, supra note 15, at 595–613.} Inter-firm and intra-firm competition, in turn, drive innovation and growth through processes of creative destruction and cumulative innovation.\footnote{See SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 44.} In this section, I summarize the conventional wisdom in order to develop the argument, in the following section, that the conventional wisdom may not apply to trade across national borders. I ultimately reject the arguments against the conventional wisdom and show how it can be modified to address the phenomenon of high velocity labor markets in international trade.

Professor Saxenian set the terms for our understanding of high technology labor markets in her comparative study of Silicon Valley and Route 128.\footnote{See generally id. (discussing the differences between Silicon Valley and the Route 128 Corridor in Massachusetts).} Both labor markets functioned in the booming software industry, but Professor Saxenian noted...
that the California market was notably more dynamic with greater turnover in workforce and a larger number of start-ups than the East Coast counterpart.\textsuperscript{58} Appropriately, since her perspective was that of a cultural anthropologist, the main explanation offered for the difference was a cultural one.\textsuperscript{59} The West Coast labor market was defined by greater freedom and sense of innovation while the East Coast one was more conventional, tied to traditional corporate business models.\textsuperscript{60} Professor Saxenian's early work set the tone for much of the subsequent scholarship pursued by legal scholars Alan Hyde and Ronald Gilson.\textsuperscript{61}

Particularly noticeable is the focus on regional markets. Professor Saxenian treated Silicon Valley and Route 128 as two self-contained ecosystems, each defined by unique cultural norms and history.\textsuperscript{62} No attention was paid to movements into or out of the two ecosystems, across either regional or national borders.\textsuperscript{63} Instead, the two ecosystems were painted as largely self-contained with differences in economic outcomes resulting from differences in the values based on innovation, the mentality of start-ups, and the dead hand of tradition.\textsuperscript{64} In recent work, Professor Saxenian has expanded her focus by incorporating international immigration into her analysis.\textsuperscript{65} High skilled workers, who have been granted permission to enter the United States on H1-B visas, fuel much of the growth in Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{66} These "global Argonauts," as Professor Saxenian dubs them,\textsuperscript{67} fill a skill gap in the labor market, and the high velocity, short-term nature of the employment is defined by the terms of the entry visa.\textsuperscript{68} These international workers arrive, Professor Saxenian argues, in response to cultural and economic pressures from the source country.\textsuperscript{69} The short-term economic gains motivate the labor movement, and the skills they bring as well as the limited cultural commitments to the host country serve the needs of start-ups and other smaller firms that thrive in the dynamic ecosystem of Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{70} International migration of labor fits into the cultural story that Professor

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 30-35, 59-69 (describing the work cultures of Silicon Valley and Route 128, respectively).
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 161–63 (reflecting on cultural differences between Silicon Valley and Route 128).
\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{61} See generally Hyde, Working in Silicon Valley, supra note 17 (analyzing Silicon Valley’s work force mobility); Gilson, supra note 15 (analyzing Silicon Valley’s work force mobility and laws affecting that mobility).
\textsuperscript{62} See Saxenian, Regional Advantage, supra note 15, at 29–82.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 2–4.
\textsuperscript{65} See generally Saxenian, The New Argonauts, supra note 18 (analyzing the immigration and emigration patterns of multiple peoples into the United States as related to employment in high technology fields).
\textsuperscript{66} See id. at 50–54 (detailing the increasing numbers and economic power of immigrants working in Silicon Valley).
\textsuperscript{67} See id. at 11.
\textsuperscript{68} See Bruce A. Lehman, Intellectual Property Rights as a Trade, Health and Economic Development Issue, 17 St. John’s J. Legal Comment 417, 424 (2005) (discussing the enormous impact of immigrants on Silicon Valley’s growth, and the H1-B visa’s role in allowing companies to meet their labor shortages).
\textsuperscript{69} See Saxenian, The New Argonauts, supra note 18, at 50–52 (detailing the numbers of immigrants who came to study in the United States following World War II, and the job opportunities that awaited them).
\textsuperscript{70} See id. at 48–50.
Saxenian tells. These new workers thrive on existing ecosystems without upsetting them.

Professor Alan Hyde draws on the same data as Professor Saxenian but uses the study of high technology labor markets to better understand the economics of the employment relationship. Professor Hyde sees the dynamics of Silicon Valley as a challenge to the traditional human capital explanation of employment, which sees labor markets as a way of acquiring and developing skills that are a critical input to the production of goods and services. According to human capital theory, a worker spends the early part of his career acquiring skills through education. Once the general skills are acquired through education, more firm specific skills are acquired through employment in a firm. The life cycle of the worker entails the worker earning less than one's marginal product during the training phase in order to offset training costs. After training, however, the worker's wages are above productivity so that the worker can recoup the investment in training. Human capital theory would predict that labor relationships are stable and long term and arise from a joint investment in training between the employee and the firm.

As Professor Hyde emphasizes, the reality of high velocity labor markets in the technology sectors belies the prediction of human capital theory. In Silicon Valley, employees often leapfrog from firm to firm and even more frequently leave existing employers to form their own start-up. Knowledge flows with employees and often former employers can do little to enjoin exiting employees or share in the fruits of their success. What is particularly vexing for human capital theory is that this type of mobility, which seemingly contradicts the incentive structure for long term investment and the stability of the firm, supports innovation and growth. Professor Hyde uses this challenge to conventional wisdom to rethink economic analyses of employment relationships. The solution to the puzzle rests on recognizing that the employment relationship entails not only the inculcation of skills through training but also the creation and propagation of knowledge. Labor markets are markets not only for people, who embody human capital or expend physical effort to perform tasks, but also tacit markets for information. The efficient propagation of
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74 See id. at 83–87.
76 See id. at 13–15.
77 See id.
78 See id.
79 See id.
80 See HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17, at 85.
81 See id. at 29–30.
82 See id. at 29–33 (discussing how California does not enforce non-compete covenants).
83 See id. at 15–16, 85–87.
84 See id. at 71–89.
85 See id. at 29–30, 44, 86.
86 See id. at 69.
information may not occur simply through stable, long term investments between the employer and employee. Instead, employees may see the value of information that becomes developed in different forms of technical knowledge and know-how and proceed to take the information outside existing firms and into new entities and opportunities. The Silicon Valley model has structured employment relationships in order to unleash this market for information.

While Professor Saxenian adopts a cultural explanation for high technology labor markets, Professor Hyde develops a market-based explanation, grounded in economic theory. Although the two authors differ in methodology, the two authors share a regional focus. Professor Hyde's early work portrayed Silicon Valley as a self-contained ecosystem driven by the economic logic of information and employment markets. More recent work examines the phenomena of H1-B visa workers and places regional markets in the broader context of international migration. Professor Hyde concludes that economic theories of international migration that rest on wage differential or labor shortages cannot account for the phenomenon of high skilled, short term immigrant labor. As he points out, much of the benefit of the H1-B visa program can be realized through outsourcing and through filling the skill gap by hiring domestic labor. Furthermore, if the H1-B visa program is viewed as a form of political rent seeking, it is not clear whether it is the immigrants or the firms that are seeking the rents. The problem, as Professor Hyde states, is the difficulty in determining the appropriate baseline against which to measure the correct level of immigration. The deeper problem, in my opinion, is that the theory of high technology labor markets has largely focused on regional markets rather than global markets. Both Professor Saxenian and Professor Hyde present a comparative analysis of contrasting economic and legal environments. But this comparative analysis does not readily translate to an understanding of markets that are globally integrated through the movement of people and information. This limitation makes it difficult to use their analysis to assess the Economic Espionage Act and its implications for the international migration of people and the cross-border flow of information.

Professor Gilson extends the work of Professor Hyde to the evaluation of legal rules and institutions. Specifically, Professor Gilson builds on Professor Hyde's
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87 See id. at 83–85.
88 See id. at 29.
89 See id. at 29–32.
90 Compare SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 2 (focusing on the cultural evolution of Silicon Valley and route 128), with HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17, at xii, 41–70 (developing an economics theory of employment).
91 See generally HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17 (focusing on Silicon Valley); SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15 (focusing on Silicon Valley and the Route 128 Corridor).
93 See HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17, at 128–39.
94 See id. at 134–38.
95 See id. at 136–38.
96 Id. at 135.
97 Id.
98 See id. at 49–53; SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 29–82.
99 See Gilson, supra note 15, at 577.
description of high velocity labor markets as markets for information to analyze the property rights over knowledge that is generated through employment relationships.\textsuperscript{100} If the market for labor is a market for information, then there is a spillover that is created when knowledge is created.\textsuperscript{101} Enjoining an employee from leaving a firm to use the knowledge created through the prior relationship limits the spillover effect.\textsuperscript{102} Therefore, the prohibition under California law against enforcing covenants not to compete\textsuperscript{103} lends flexibility to the labor market and promotes the realization of spillovers from the creation of new firms.\textsuperscript{104} At the same time, the protection of trade secrets both across and within firms allows a firm to develop firm-specific knowledge that is proprietary in its benefits.\textsuperscript{105} As a result, the California legal regime allows the market for information to function efficiently in both the creation and dissemination of knowledge.\textsuperscript{106}

While Professor Gilson’s analysis is more legalistic in understanding the appropriate regime of property rights over information than either Professor Saxenian or Hyde, his explanation is regional in its implications.\textsuperscript{107} The emphasis is on state employment rules that allow the realization of externalities within regional markets.\textsuperscript{108} An obvious question is to what extent are these arguments applicable nationally and globally. California’s legal regime governing employments and trade secrets favors the mobility of workers and of spillover-inducing information, but limitations on the movement of firm-specific knowledge. Generalizing the argument to the global level: the movement of workers across borders is desirable to the extent that it induces cross-border spillovers but suspect if it misappropriates firm specific knowledge.\textsuperscript{109} If it is sensible to make this generalization, then the Economic Espionage Act is a sensible piece of legislation to the extent it balances this twin movement of people and of information.\textsuperscript{110} There are reasons, however, to question this generalization.\textsuperscript{111} In the next two sections, I first examine the problems of making the generalization and second explain how the theory of international trade can help to understand how to build on existing theories of high velocity labor markets to understand the international movement of people and information.

\textsuperscript{100} Id. at 595.
\textsuperscript{101} Id.
\textsuperscript{102} Id. at 596–97.
\textsuperscript{104} See Gilson, supra note 15, at 607–09.
\textsuperscript{105} See id. at 597.
\textsuperscript{106} See id. at 608–09.
\textsuperscript{107} See id. at 620.
\textsuperscript{108} See id. at 579.
\textsuperscript{110} See Carr, supra note 53, at 209 (“[T]he EEA has nevertheless filled a significant gap in the protection of trade secrets and has been an important and positive step forward in the battle against trade secret theft.”).
B. Why Existing Theory May Not Apply to International Labor Mobility

Arguments for easing labor mobility among high technology firms in sectors like Silicon Valley and Route 128 do not extend to ease of mobility across international borders. There are three salient distinctions: (1) issues of national security, (2) the existence of scale economies, and (3) the normative foundation of intellectual property law in the welfare of the nation-state rather than the global economy. In this section, I present each of these objections in order to address them and to lay a foundation for the discussion of international trade theory in the following subsection. International trade theory, with its own variants, will provide a coherent framework within which to make the case for the free movement of people within a system of international intellectual property.

1. National Security

Restrictions on the movement of people internationally have often, especially in the contemporary global climate, been justified on grounds of national security. The argument, stated broadly, is that individuals who may pose a danger to the security of people and the state must be identified as they cross national borders. This argument supports close scrutiny at the border and in the granting of permission for entry into a country. Restrictions on the movements of people and of information are closely linked under this broad umbrella of national security. Individuals can pose a danger to the nation and its peoples by either bringing in weapons and plans for mass destruction or by taking out information that may be instrumental for the execution of such plans. Consequently, curtailments of the movement of people and information, especially when information is embodied in people, are necessary for the protection of the state.

National security concerns cast some doubt whether the arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets in certain select regions generalize to the global market for labor. If one accepts that cross-border movement of labor poses potential national security concerns, then one would tolerate legal restrictions on the movement of labor, whether in the form of contractual restrictions or from statutory
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113 See Kerwin & Stock, supra note 112, at 401 (suggesting national identification numbers with biometric identifiers for all U.S. citizens as one option).

114 See generally id. (discussing immigration as a national security issue).

115 See Johnson & Trujillo, supra note 112, at 1395–96 (indicating that undocumented “invisible” immigrants pose a special threat to national security).

116 See id.

117 Compare SAXENIAN, THE NEW ARGONAUTS, supra note 18, at 325–26 (stating the advantages of open employment and failing to mention any security concerns), with Johnson & Trujillo, supra note 112, at 1395–96 (indicating that undocumented “invisible” immigrants pose a special threat to national security).
restrictions, such as from trade secret or other forms of regulation. These concerns are reconcilable with each of the rationales in favor of high velocity labor markets presented by Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson, respectively. According to Professor Saxenian, high velocity labor markets reflect a market of openness and freedom of movement. However, national security threats cast a shadow on this open culture as bad actors may readily mix with benevolent ones. Professor Hyde's economic justification for high velocity labor markets rests on the ability of mobile labor to disseminate know-how throughout an industry. National security arguments imply that this know-how may be placed to destructive as well as constructive ends, and therefore restrictions on labor mobility may be necessary to sort out the good uses of know-how from the bad. Finally, Professor Gilson supports high velocity labor markets because of the presence of spill-overs across firms that permit cross-fertilization, which spurs innovation. But the national security concerns suggest that knowledge spill-overs can be destructive as well as constructive and therefore limitations on labor mobility may be necessary to ensure that only positive spillovers result from labor mobility.

While national security concerns can readily be accommodated into the traditional arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets, these concerns may prove too much. There is no reason, first of all, why these concerns are limited to cross-border movements of labor. Not only can terrorists be home-grown, but the know-how garnered from an employment relationship can also be fashioned for domestic criminal activities. Computer programming skills can translate into

118 See Kerwin & Stock, supra note 112, at 423–25.
119 See generally Hyde, Working in Silicon Valley, supra note 17 (analyzing “high-velocity labor markets” and their advantages); Saxenian, The New Argonauts, supra note 18 (indicating that work force mobility has aided the rapid growth of many worldwide regional economies); Gilson, supra note 15 (comparing and contrasting Silicon Valley and the Route 128 Corridor).
120 See Saxenian Saxenian, Regional Advantage, supra note 15, at 29–57 (describing the growth of Silicon Valley).
121 See Johnson & Trujillo, supra note 112, at 1396–98 (indicating that conservative pundits in 2005 were calling for the complete closing of the United States border to protect against the threat of terrorism).
122 See Hyde, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (discussing the paradoxes involved in knowledge sharing while promoting the practice).
124 Gilson, supra note 15, at 585–86.
125 See Morriss, supra note 123, at 430 (suggesting that immigration policy changes in the 2000's will cause strain in the private sector).
127 See Jo Thomas, McVeigh Found Guilty of Terrorism, N.Y. Times, June 8, 1997, § 4, at 42.
hacking. Knowledge acquired in a high technology firm can be targeted towards electronic theft or to identity theft. If limitations on labor are necessary to prevent movement of the nefarious across national borders, then similar justifications would support restrictions across state or regional lines. Stated more broadly, the national security arguments simply identify the bad ends to which information can be put when placed in the wrong hands. Certainly labor mobility can facilitate such bad uses, but criminal law more narrowly targeting national security breaches, rather than labor restrictions, may be the more appropriate response both at the national and at regional levels.

The problem with criminal laws that target harmful uses of information is that they unavoidably impede the movement of labor. Since the harmful uses of information are embodied in persons, attempts to target the harmful uses of information will affect how readily labor is willing to move. Spot checks on the work habits of employees or extensive background checks, to take two examples, raise the costs of the employment relationship and harm the ease with which workers can move across firms as well as their productivity and loyalty within the firm. Once security concerns are recognized, then the path to paranoia has been blazed, and legal regimes need to be carefully constructed in order to capture the allegedly bad actors without tainting more productive relationships that are based on trust and a sense of loyalty to the team. In the vision of the world painted by Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson, employers and employees understand the rules of the game that support the ease of labor mobility. The start-up culture reflects, ideally, the trust in a system of mobile people and mobile ideas that support growth and industrial development.

130 See, e.g., id. at 1426 (describing various ways identity theft occurs, both through high and low tech means).
131 See Thomas, supra note 127.
132 See, e.g., Elisa D. Harris, The Killers in the Lab, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2008, at A21 (discussing how the buildup of research after the 2001 anthrax scare may actually be causing more problems than it has solved).
133 See Moohr, supra note 20, at 909–10 (discussing how the Economic Espionage Act may restrain employee mobility).
134 But see Hyde, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (follow “Legal Impediments to Endogenous Growth” hyperlink) (discussing how non-compete covenants and trade secrets law have hindered employee mobility).
136 See, e.g., Harris, supra note 132 (indicating that the community working on anthrax had grown to 7,200 by Aug. 12, 2008, and that the community is now too large for everyone to know each other).
137 See, e.g., SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 34 (mentioning the social acceptability of mobility among Silicon Valley engineers): Gilson supra note15 (discussing Silicon Valley firms' ability to "prevent knowledge spillovers through employee mobility"); Hyde, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (analyzing Silicon Valley's work force mobility and laws affecting that mobility).
In theory, it is possible through legal institutions to create a wall of separation between the culture of high velocity labor markets and the fears of national security threats. Copyright and patent laws recognize this separation in its goal of promoting progress in science and the useful arts. Each body of laws creates a system of property rights that protect works that meet some minimal standard of creativity and invention that supports the promotion of progress. However, neither copyright nor patent scrutinizes closely the effect a legally protected work has on the promotion of progress. Copyright protects a book that may be full of lies and falsehoods, as long as the book is original and fixed in a tangible medium. In truth, copyright may offer more legal protection for a book of lies than a book of facts even though the former may detract from progress. Similarly, patent law protects an invention that may harm the environment or persons as long as the invention is patentable subject matter, useful, novel, non-obvious, and enabled. In each case, the problematic work can be cured either through the marketplace of ideas and products or, more realistically, through independent laws that protect against defamation or combat harms to safety, health, and welfare. Copyright and patent law, if designed effectively, ensure that new works and inventions can be created and possibly be brought to the public for use and scrutiny.

Similarly, separate rules and legal regimes can ensure the benefits of high velocity labor markets and the policing of the harmful use by persons of useful information. The danger is blurring the separate aims and means of these two bodies of law. As I argue below, the Economic Espionage Act in practice does pose the danger of blurring these two different areas of law with the result of limiting the beneficial movement of people and information. Policing the movement of people and information poses a challenge that does not exist for copyright and patent. In the latter two areas of intellectual property, the law can permit the work or invention to
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139 17 U.S.C. § 102(a); see, e.g., Belcher v. Tarbox, 486 F.2d 1087, 1088 (9th Cir. 1973) (“There is nothing in the Copyright Act to suggest that the courts are to pass upon the truth or falsity, the soundness or unsoundness, of the views embodied in a copyrighted work.”).
140 See Fesit Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 344–45 (1991) (“That there can be no valid copyright in facts is universally understood.”). Compare Belcher, 486 F.2d at 1088 (granting copyright protection to a work consisting of fraudulent misrepresentations), with Hoehling v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 618 F.2d 972 (2d Cir. 1980) (finding plaintiff’s historical interpretation of the Hindenburg tragedy not copyrightable).
141 See, e.g., Juicy Whip, Inc. v. Orange Bang, Inc., 185 F.3d 1364, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (holding a patent for a juice mixer with display reservoir valid despite the misrepresentation that the juice received was dispensed from the reservoir). But see Margo A. Bagley, Patent First, Ask Questions Later: Morality and Biotechnology in Patent Law, 45 WM. & MARY L. REV. 469, 479–80 (2003) (arguing for limitations on patents for inventions that may pose moral or ethical dilemmas).
143 See generally Michael L. Goldman & Alice Y. Choi, The New Optional Inter Partes Reexamination Procedure and Its Strategic Use, 28 AIPLA Q.J. 307 (discussing the benefits and strategies of reexamination options for patents).
be created while restricting their uses. As a practical matter, the use of information will always be embodied in persons and therefore policing criminal uses of information will have some effect on the movement of persons. As I suggest below, the law must be carefully crafted and applied so as not to interfere with the benefits of high velocity labor markets.

In short, while national security arguments need to be considered in assessing the ease of mobility of persons and information, they do not counter the benefits of high velocity labor markets and do not by themselves prevent the generalization of the traditional arguments to the international movement of labor.

2. Economies of Scale

The concept of economies of scale refers to the benefits that are gained by operating a firm at an increased level of production. A manufacturing plant, for example, may be able to produce on average a million units of a product more cheaply than a thousand. A university may benefit, to a point, from having a large faculty and student body rather than a small one. The extent of economies of scale depend on a number of factors such as the technology, the size of the marketplace for the product or service being produced, geographic factors like the costs of transportation, and the ease with which information and knowledge can be communicated. Arguments from Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson rest in many ways on regional or local economies and therefore do not generalize to national markets.

Professor Saxenian’s cultural arguments rest on the specific attitudes to openness and mobility that characterize high technology labor markets. She does suggest in recent work that such attitudes also inform the international migration of workers, especially from India. Economic factors may militate against extending the cultural analysis to global labor markets. Professor Hyde’s defense of high velocity labor markets and the free movement of persons rests on the movement of
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144 See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 106A (identifying the scope and rights attributed to a copyrighted work); 35 U.S.C. § 271 (defining a negative right conferred by patent law).

145 See ALFRED D. CHANDLER, JR., SCALE AND SCOPE: THE DYNAMICS OF INDUSTRIAL CAPITALISM 17 (1990) (“Economies of scale may be defined initially as those that result when the increased size of a single operating unit producing or distributing [a higher volume of] a single product reduces the unit cost of production or distribution.”).

146 See id. at 21–28 (explaining the changing supply/demand relationships in different industries as improvements in technology make processes and production more efficient).


148 See CHANDLER, supra note 145, at 21–28 (detailing factors that lead to economies of scale).

149 See generally HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17 (chronicling the development of Silicon Valley); SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15 (comparing the culture and completion in Silicon Valley with the Route 128 area); Gilson, supra note 15 (analyzing the application of non-compete clauses in Silicon Valley and the Route 118 area).

150 SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 133 (describing the way that pioneer companies in Silicon Valley formalized the process of collective learning and the way that companies in the Route 128 area struggled to embrace a more dynamic labor market).


152 DIXIT & NORMAN, supra note 45, at 146–49.
information between firms within an industry that supports the free mobility of labor.\footnote{Hyde, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (identifying the culture in Silicon Valley regarding the enforcement of non-compete clauses and the theft of trade secrets as a major reason for the success of many businesses in Silicon Valley).} Professor Gilson focuses on the spillovers that are created by the movement of information and labor that facilitates innovation and the creation of new ideas.\footnote{Gilson, supra note 15, at 594–600.} However, these positive benefits of mobility are largely local.\footnote{Id. at 586–94 (focusing his analysis on Silicon Valley and the Route 128 area).} It is not clear that these benefits would be realized at the national level as labor moves across national borders.\footnote{See id.} For example, if the positive benefits that Professors Hyde and Gilson identify do extend to national markets, why do we not notice more migration between regions like Silicon Valley and Route 128? The costs of movement could be one explanation. Workers and firms in the Route 128 region may not be able to uproot easily to take advantage of the benefits in Silicon Valley.\footnote{See SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 106–11 (documenting Silicon Valley’s superior economic recovery over that of the Route 128 area in the 1980’s).} While costs are certainly an important explanation for the lack of mobility across these regions, a lack of within country mobility may indicate the localized nature of the benefits from high velocity labor markets.\footnote{See id.}

Scale effects at the national level would also outweigh the spillover benefits that arise from the free flow of information across firms.\footnote{See CHANDLER, supra note 145, at 21–28.} Professor Gilson recognizes that the mobility of labor within Silicon Valley creates a start-up culture that supports an industry based on many small firms, each developing technologies that may make it big.\footnote{Gilson, supra note 15, at 594–601.} Some companies, like Genentech or Cisco, do expand to take advantage of the economies of scale.\footnote{See CHANDLER, supra note 145 at 58–59 (explaining how economies of scale lead to innovation).} But high velocity labor markets create a regional industrial structure that consists of many small firms with some winners that are able to recognize scale economies and take all.\footnote{See id. at 594–97 (explaining role of economies of scale in organizations and the advantage of gaining economies of scale for a firm).} This industrial structure may not work at the national level where a national industry would require large companies that realize scale economies at the national and international levels.\footnote{See id. at 298–306 (exploring the creation of international organizations in the oil and rubber industries).} Firms seeking to realize these scale economies would want to place limitations on labor mobility in order to increase firm size.\footnote{See generally BEN-ATAR, supra note 33 (discussing the legal limitations on the emigration of skilled labor to promote industrial development in England).} These limitations would translate into some restrictions on the ability of employees to leave the firm and form start-ups either within the country or in another country.\footnote{See, e.g., SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 115–17 (indicating that the Silicon Valley organization model works for the computer industry and partially led to the downfall of Route 128 as a frontrunner in computer production).}

\footnote{153 Hyd, The Wealth of Shared Information, supra note 15 (identifying the culture in Silicon Valley regarding the enforcement of non-compete clauses and the theft of trade secrets as a major reason for the success of many businesses in Silicon Valley).} \footnote{154 Gilson, supra note 15, at 594–600.} \footnote{155 Id. at 586–94 (focusing his analysis on Silicon Valley and the Route 128 area).} \footnote{156 See id.} \footnote{157 See SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 106–11 (documenting Silicon Valley’s superior economic recovery over that of the Route 128 area in the 1980’s).} \footnote{158 See id.} \footnote{159 See CHANDLER, supra note 145, at 21–28.} \footnote{160 Gilson, supra note 15, at 594–601.} \footnote{161 See CHANDLER, supra note 145 at 58–59 (explaining how economies of scale lead to innovation).} \footnote{162 See id. at 594–97 (explaining role of economies of scale in organizations and the advantage of gaining economies of scale for a firm).} \footnote{163 See id. at 298–306 (exploring the creation of international organizations in the oil and rubber industries).} \footnote{164 See generally BEN-ATAR, supra note 33 (discussing the legal limitations on the emigration of skilled labor to promote industrial development in England).} \footnote{165 See, e.g., SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 115–17 (indicating that the Silicon Valley organization model works for the computer industry and partially led to the downfall of Route 128 as a frontrunner in computer production).}
advantages and restrictions on labor mobility at the national level may be so justified.

The presence of scale economies offers a more compelling argument for restrictions on labor than national security. But two caveats are worth noting. First, restrictions on labor mobility do not necessarily translate into restrictions on immigration. National firms can expand just as readily from the hiring of non-domestic labor which would mandate fairly liberal immigration possibilities. Scale economies would support restrictions on the emigration of labor, particularly emigration that results in the creation of new firms. The difficulty is that policies that limit the exit of labor may indirectly affect entry as employees may be unwilling to accept employment terms that too drastically raise the costs of exit. Nonetheless, the realization of scale economies is consistent with open border policies as long as there are appropriate restrictions on the outflow of people and information.

Second, regional economies often also take advantage of the immigration of labor across national borders. As pointed out above, the lack of mobility of labor from Route 128 to Silicon Valley raises some questions about the benefits of high velocity labor markets at the national level. Costs of migration may explain this lack of mobility. However, the immigration of non-United States nationals into Silicon Valley belies the argument that the benefits are solely regional. Professors Saxenian and Hyde have both studied the increase of highly skilled immigrants entering the United States under the H-1B visa program in the 1990's. For Professor Hyde, this movement of people is somewhat of a mystery as he documents the costs of the program to the workers themselves. Separation from family, restrictions on long-term employment, and questionable employment practices are examples of these costs. Professor Saxenian, however, describes high skilled
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170 See DIXIT & NORMAN, supra note 45, at 146–49 (mathematically summarizing labor migration).
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immigrant labor as the “new argonauts,” who exemplify an entrepreneurial spirit that is willing to bear these costs in order to recognize substantial benefits that high velocity labor markets provide.\textsuperscript{177} Her cultural explanation may also have an economic dimension.\textsuperscript{178} Given the labor market conditions in countries like India, Silicon Valley, even with the attendant costs of movement across seas, may offer attractive benefits.\textsuperscript{179} The irony is that it may make more economic sense for someone to move across global borders to recognize these opportunities than for someone to move within the country.\textsuperscript{180} The counterintuitiveness of this outcome can be appreciated in light of the local social and professional network that someone in Route 128 may have that would be costly to sever by a move to Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{181} A highly skilled worker from outside the US may not bear these costs and also gains the advantage of developing skills and know-how from work overseas.\textsuperscript{182} The larger point is that the spillover benefits from high velocity labor markets may not simply be regional. Cross-country differences in labor and market opportunities may in part account for the movement of people and information across national borders to capture these benefits.\textsuperscript{183}

Scale economies at the national level are a possible limitation of extending arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets to the movement of people and information across national borders.\textsuperscript{184} But the existence of scale economies does not in itself negate these traditional arguments.\textsuperscript{185} Instead, they call attention to the issues of international trade and cross-country differences in economic conditions that the consideration of international trade theory will aid in making more systematic and robust in making the case for the movement of people and information globally.\textsuperscript{186}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{177} See SAXENIAN, THE NEW ARGONAUTS, supra note 18, at 80 (“Silicon Valley’s skilled immigrants have been quick to catch the entrepreneurial bug.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{178} Id. ("These [business with CEOs having Chinese, Indian, or Korean surnames in Dunn & Bradstreet’s database of technology firms started since 1980] collectively accounted for over $25 billion in sales and close to 100,000 jobs.").
  \item \textsuperscript{179} Id. at 84–85 (indicating that a number of these “new argonauts” start up their own companies in their promising homelands after first coming to the Silicon Valley but other “new argonauts” with less promising opportunities in their homelands plan to stay in Silicon Valley).
  \item \textsuperscript{180} See id. at 274–324 (illustrating several reasons why India has become a hub for information technologies industries).
  \item \textsuperscript{181} SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 59–82 (comparing the culture of the Route 128 Corridor the the culture of Silicon Valley).
  \item \textsuperscript{182} See SAXENIAN, THE NEW ARGONAUTS, supra note 18, at 82–84 (documenting network benefits for Israeli, Chinese, Taiwanese, and Indian immigrants in Silicon Valley and identifying cross-regional communities).
  \item \textsuperscript{183} See KRUGMAN, supra note 45, at 33–34. Paul Krugman analyzes the realization of scale economies that arises from labor pooling in a region. Id. Concentration of labor can have both regional and national benefits, Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{184} See, SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 156–57 (indicating that the close geographic proximity in Silicon Valley allows firms to monitor and adapt to new and changing technological innovations creating a scale economy based on knowledge and innovation).
  \item \textsuperscript{185} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{186} See id.
\end{itemize}

Traditional arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets implicitly assume that wealth maximization is the normative criterion for gauging policy. Rules and norms favoring labor mobility in Silicon Valley support the creation of wealth and promote economic growth. One controversy is whether this normative goal is assessed regionally or nationally. After all if free labor mobility is desirable, the natural question is why other regions have not followed the Silicon Valley model for high technology industries. Seemingly, Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson present positive rather than normative analyses of these labor markets. But generalizing their arguments to cross-border movement of labor forces us to address the normative question of whether permitting the free movement of persons is normatively desirable. When assessing this question at the international level, one is forced to confront the question of whether the individual nation-state is the correct unit of analysis or whether the normative inquiry should adopt a global focus. Generalizing the traditional arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets to the international movement of labor may be difficult precisely because the normative foundation of international intellectual property law (and arguably immigration policy) is the maximization of the welfare of an individual nation-state.

It should be stressed that this normative foundation does not countenance jingoistic or xenophobic values in assessing policy. The argument here is that the citizens of Country A need not consider the welfare of Country B in designing its legal system, and vice versa. To the extent that Country A adopts a legal system out of animus towards Country B, or out of an intent to harm Country B for racist or nativist reasons, such policies should be discounted. Legitimate arguments, however, for considering only the nation-state in designing policy is that an individual country cannot and should not affect outcomes outside its borders. Therefore, the citizens of each country need only consider the implications of a course of policy within its own borders.
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191 See Gilson, supra note 15, at 613–19 (touting the legal advantages of California's labor laws).
192 See generally HYDE, WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY, supra note 17 (explaining the advantages of Silicon Valley's mobile work force); SAXENIAN, THE NEW ARGONAUTS, supra note 18 (touting the advantages of work force movement within and between regional labor markets).
193 See CHANDLER, supra note 145, at 1043–45 (summarizing the debate between nationalism and cosmopolitanism).
Concepts of sovereignty and comity are consistent with this normative criterion.194 Furthermore, adopting the nation-state as the unit of analysis could be consistent with either a realist or idealist conception of international law.195 A realist would see the nation-state centered approach as the basis for a rational actor model of international relations.196 An idealist, on the other hand, would see the state centered approach as respecting aspects of individual autonomy and governance, either based on cultural values or the history of particular nation-states.197

Applying these criteria to intellectual property policy, a nation-state is allowed to design intellectual property laws and institutions that maximize its own welfare without consideration of benefits that accrue to other nations.198 To the extent that individual state decision making results in either positive or negative spillovers to other countries, international institutions, such as treaties or organizations for global governance, may arise to assuage these external effects.199 Within this normative frame, a nation-state would be allowed to limit mobility of labor across countries in order to contain information or knowledge within a country for the benefit of its own economy even if there may be positive spillovers that result from the movement of people and information across borders. Therefore, the traditional arguments for high velocity labor markets do not necessarily generalize to the international level.

The nation-state-centered perspective is consistent with the current design of international intellectual property institutions. The World Trade Organization and its Trade Related Intellectual Property Systems ("TRIPS") Agreement assumes that the nation-state is the appropriate actor.200 The Agreement imposes substantive minima on how each nation-state that is a signatory to the agreement must design its intellectual property laws in order to comply with the Agreement, or otherwise face the possibility of a dispute resolution process and attendant sanctions.201 Furthermore, the Agreement permits certain classes of nation-states (e.g. developing countries) to establish timelines for meeting its treaty obligations.202 Underscoring the nation-state-centered perspective is the history leading up to the ratification of TRIPS, which rested on the concerns of the developed countries that developing countries were "free-riding" on the intellectual property and innovation flowing from the developed countries.203 The Agreement was designed to make countries coordinate on a system of intellectual property rights that would facilitate the free
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195 Id.
196 Id. at 777–83.
197 Id. at 790–93.
198 Id.
200 See TRIPS Agreement art. 1.
201 Id. at art. 65.
202 See id. at pmbl. ("Recognizing also the special needs of the least-developed country Members in respect of maximum flexibility in the domestic implementation of laws and regulations in order to enable them to create a sound and viable technological base[.]") (emphasis in original).
flow of goods and services across borders without the fear of misappropriation of technology and information in countries with little or no intellectual property protection. When understood in this way, not only does the TRIPS Agreement support a nation-state-centered view of intellectual property policy and law making, but it also supports limitations on the movement of people that could facilitate the types of misappropriation of information that the original proponents of TRIPS were attempting to prevent.

Although the nation-state-centered argument is a prevalent one that needs to be taken seriously and does pose a potential impediment to supporting high velocity labor markets at the international level, there are several reasons to be skeptical of basing intellectual property policy solely on the welfare effects on the nation-state.

First, a nation-state-centered approach runs the risk of policy myopia. Benefits that seem to be leaking from one nation-state to another may in fact inure back to the source country. Therefore, ignoring spillover effects in designing national intellectual property law may lead to poor policy choices. For example, allowing skilled labor to leave a nation-state may in fact impose benefits on the country to which the skilled labor emigrates. But the benefits may inure back to the originating country in the form of remittances or increased trade with the receiving country. South Asian émigrés to the United States have returned to South Asia, particularly India, to help develop Indian industry, which in turn benefit the United States culturally (food, movies, medical services, software, books). Conceptually, a spillover may have no recognizable boundaries whether that of a firm, an industry, or a nation-state. While it may be unrealistic for the policymakers of a nation-state to be cosmopolitan in considering benefits to all other nation-states in the design policy, a narrow focus on the interests of one's own nation-state solely may often ignore the benefits of spillovers to the detriment of domestic policy making.

Second, a nation-state-centered focus on international intellectual property policy ignores history. It is well documented that the United States free-rose on
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industrial and cultural innovation in Europe during the Nineteenth Century.214 Manufacturing secrets made their way across the Atlantic in the acquired know-how of workers or even what would be described as industrial spies.215 Pirated editions of novels stocked the shelves of United States publishers, serving as disseminators of culture in the form of cheap books.216 Even within Europe, political and legal battles were waged over the scope and substance of patent and copyright laws, and industries and regions benefited from differential and lax intellectual property laws.217 Whether economic development and prosperity would have been stronger and faster with more uniform and robust intellectual property protection seems to ignore the fact that industrial development and prosperity did occur despite a cookie-cutter model of intellectual property.218 The movement of people and the movement of information facilitated regional growth and fueled economic prosperity more broadly.219 The current model of international intellectual property that is nation-state-centered and largely homogeneous neglects the boons from the movement of people and information across national borders.

Finally, global distributional concerns controvert a nation-state-centered system of international intellectual property.220 While international relations is not a "zero-sum" game by any means, too strong a set of intellectual property rights in the developed world may have adverse consequences on developing countries.221 Economic analyses of international trade and intellectual property (to which I will turn in the next section) suggest that uniform and strong intellectual property rights across countries benefit innovator countries at the expense of less innovative, developing countries.222 Strong intellectual property rights may in the long run spur innovation in developing nations, the short and medium run effects may be to worsen unequal wealth and income distribution globally.223 In many instances, it may be unrealistic for one or even several nation-states to address global concerns through domestic intellectual property systems, focusing solely on the benefits and costs to
individual nation-states may worsen the global trade environment in the long run.\textsuperscript{224} From a distributional perspective, the movement of persons and information may facilitate the creation of a global commons that could inure to the benefit of individual nation-states.\textsuperscript{225}

4. Summary

High velocity labor markets in Silicon Valley reflect, according to Professor Saxenian, a culture of openness and free exchange of ideas and information that supports innovation.\textsuperscript{226} This culture in turn lays the foundation for an economic structure that links the movement of labor to the movement of information and the creation of industry spillovers, according to Professors Hyde and Gilson.\textsuperscript{227} This constellation of cultural, economic and legal theories explains the success of high velocity labor markets in Silicon Valley.

This section has presented three arguments against extending the case for high velocity labor markets to the international movement of persons. Each of these, national security, scale economies, and normative foundations in the nation-state, introduce compelling points in the debate, but are ultimately deficient in challenging the case for global high velocity labor markets. These potential limitations, however, aid in understanding how the case for the free movement of people and information across national borders can be made persuasive. The case needs to address the arguments in favor of cross border movement of goods, services, people, and information. To make this case, I turn to a set of arguments that traditional arguments for high velocity labor markets, as articulated by Professors Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson have largely ignored: the theory of international trade. The arguments from international trade theory will be the focus of the next section.

C. International Trade Theory and High Velocity Labor Markets

International trade theory can aid in generalizing traditional arguments in favor of high velocity labor markets to the movement of labor across national borders. Traditional arguments focus exclusively on movement of persons and information across firms within an industry in a particular region.\textsuperscript{228} In this way, the scholarship of Saxenian, Hyde, and Gilson contributes to the literature on intellectual property and the boundary of the firm.\textsuperscript{229} Recognizing intellectual property as immigration
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policy, through legislation like the Economic Espionage Act, asks us to explore the relationship between intellectual property and the boundary of the nation-state. International trade theory, an economic theory that addresses exchange of goods, services, people, and information across national boundaries, aids in making the case for high velocity labor markets globally.

The discussion in this section has implications beyond the immediate application to the Economic Espionage Act. Since contemporary international intellectual property law derives from the TRIPS Agreement, part of the World Trade Organization which grew out of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (“GATT”), international trade and intellectual property are intimately connected. But academic work has largely ignored the implications of the economic theory of international trade for intellectual property systems. While there is a very rich literature on global public goods and development, there has not been a systematic treatment of what the positive and normative theories of international trade has to say for intellectual property law and institutions, except for the work of Professor Suzanne Scotchmer. Professor Scotchmer's work offers important analytical models of how domestic intellectual property protection combined with global intellectual property rules shapes within country and global innovation. One dimension missing from her work, however, is the role of labor mobility. My analysis here attempts to address that overlooked issue. More broadly, this paper is intended as a contribution to that inquiry, with the Economic Espionage Act an important and challenging case study.

International trade theory is one of the oldest branches of economic theory with roots in the political theory of mercantilism that recognized trade among nations, particularly one controlled by a sovereign, as critical source of the wealth of nations. For the purposes of analysis, I divide international trade theory into two types, neoclassical, or traditional, trade theory and contemporary trade theories. Neoclassical trade theory accepts the nation-state as given and derives from the existence of a nation-state as the unit of analysis a positive theory of what goods and services one nation trades with another. The positive theory is the basis for a normative theory, based on the principle of global wealth maximization, which is
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used to assess policies that affect the flow of trade across nations, such as tariffs or restrictions on the movement of labor.\textsuperscript{239} This normative theory can assess the effects of trade policy on global wealth maximization and the distribution of wealth among and within nations.\textsuperscript{240} Contemporary trade theories break with many of the assumptions of traditional theory such as perfect competition or the lack of scale economies.\textsuperscript{241} More fundamentally, contemporary trade theories do not take nation-states as given and addresses the question of how the boundaries of nation-states and regions are formed from an economic perspective.\textsuperscript{242} Most provocatively for our purposes, contemporary trade theories explore the movement of labor and information across borders either across firms or within the boundaries of a multinational firm.\textsuperscript{243} Both types of theories are useful for the policy analysis of this Article, and each highlight distinct aspects of the relationship between international trade and global intellectual property.\textsuperscript{244}

Before I present these two theories in more detail, I would like to place the following discussion of economic theories and models in perspective of the legal and policy analysis of this paper. Economic theories and models are abstractions that aid in formulating a particular problem.\textsuperscript{245} These abstractions are helpful to the extent they aid in identifying and isolating the key elements of a problem.\textsuperscript{246} By distilling a complex problem into some elements, obviously much is lost in terms of realism, but much can be gained in understanding the strengths and weakness of an argument.\textsuperscript{247} Intellectual property law, especially at the international level, is often based on assumptions or theories of how the law can affect economic relationships.\textsuperscript{248} The theories presented here are a tool to aid in assessing the strength of these arguments often made in support of particular intellectual property systems. It is in this spirit that the following discussion should be understood: using established theories in order to analyze the rhetorical and logical structure of legal arguments.

1. Neoclassical Trade Theory

The fundamental concept in trade theory is that of comparative advantage, which refers to those goods or services a nation-state has a relative advantage in producing in comparison to other countries.\textsuperscript{249} Trade theory predicts that in a free trade environment, one characterized by the unfettered movement of goods and services across borders, a country will export those goods and services in which it has

\textsuperscript{239} Id. at 168–75.
\textsuperscript{240} See, e.g., id. at 80–88 (describing the “International Equilibrium”).
\textsuperscript{241} See id. at 267.
\textsuperscript{242} See Simser, supra note 237, at 38–41.
\textsuperscript{243} See DIXIT & NORMAN, supra note 45, at 294.
\textsuperscript{244} See id.
\textsuperscript{245} E.g., id. at 146–49 (modeling the effects of labor migration on the economy mathematically).
\textsuperscript{246} See id.
\textsuperscript{247} Id.
\textsuperscript{248} See generally TRIPS Agreement (assuming that the nations entered into the agreement for their own benefit).
\textsuperscript{249} DIXIT & NORMAN, supra note 45, at 2–5.
a comparative advantage relative to other countries.250 The goal of trade theory is to predict in which goods and services a country has a comparative advantage.251

There are many explanations for comparative advantage. David Ricardo explained comparative advantage in terms of technologies for production.252 According to the technological explanation, a country has a comparative advantage in goods that it can produce more cheaply than other countries.253 Other theories focus on differences in preferences or location as sources of comparative advantage.254 The workhorse theory of comparative advantage is the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson Theory that explained comparative advantage in terms of factors of production.255 According to this theory, different countries have endowments in different factors of production (natural resources such as oil or forests, labor, physical capital like machinery).256 Each country can take these factors of production to produce final goods and services.257 A country has a comparative advantage in those goods and services that can be produced more intensively with the factors of production with which a country is relatively endowed.258 For example, if Country A has relatively more labor (because of a bigger population) than Country B, then Country A will have a comparative advantage in (and therefore export) goods and services that use labor more intensively than other factors of production. If Country B has relatively more forests than Country A, then Country B will have a comparative advantage in (and therefore export) goods and services that use lumber more intensively than other factors of production. The Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson Theory has been a workhorse theory because it provides a prediction of trade patterns that can be compared with real world data on imports and exports to assess trade activity among countries.259

The Theory also provided a framework to assess trade policy. According to the Theory, if the nation-state does not interfere with the global market, then world prices for goods and services should equalize and global welfare can be maximized.260 Furthermore, the free movement of goods and services across borders will result in the equalization of payments to factors of production across nations.261 In other words, the free movement of goods and services will tend to equalize wages for labor
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across countries. The Theory would predict that impediments to trade patterns, such as through tariffs or regulations that restrict the movement of goods and services across borders, will have predictable effects on prices and wages. Furthermore, in some cases, there will be an equivalence between the movement of goods and services and the movement of factors of production, such as labor, across borders. If Country A imposes a tariff on goods from Country B, this will have an effect on prices and wages in both countries. The tariff will cause prices and wages to be different in the two countries and will create an incentive for labor in the low wage country to migrate to the high wage country. According to the Theory, a barrier to trade on a good or service can create incentives for migration of labor across borders in order to take advantage of wage differences.

For the purpose of this paper, the equivalence between movements of goods and movements of labor is relevant. Intellectual property can act as a barrier to the movement of goods across countries. Patent, copyright and trademark owners have the legal right to prevent entry of goods that may infringe their intellectual property right. This policing of the border for infringing goods acts as a barrier to trade that in turn prevents the equalization of prices and wages across countries. The implication is that the barrier to movement of goods created by intellectual property creates an incentive for the movement of labor across borders. I do not make a prediction here about what goods or countries are affected by this theoretical prediction. The point is about the implications of intellectual property rights in the context of international trade for the movement of people. Strong intellectual property rights that police the border of a country can create conditions for the movement of people. Put another way, within the terms of free trade (which is the argument in support of the World Trade Organization), impediments to the movement of goods in order to limit the dissemination of information protected by intellectual property laws create incentives for the movement of people across borders.

This analysis has two implications. First, situating intellectual property law within the context of a free trade agreement forces policymakers to choose between a commitment to strong intellectual property rights and one to free trade. The importation right held by an intellectual property owner creates a barrier to trade. Free trade advocates may choose the commitment to free trade by accepting limitations on the rights of the intellectual property owner (such as in the case of parallel importation or by recognizing a broad first sale doctrine). Those who choose the commitment to intellectual property may justify the restriction on the movement of goods as necessary for protecting the incentive to create or the right of the right owner to determine the direction and scope of trade. Alternatively, the conflicting commitments can be reconciled by allowing the importation right but permitting the movement of labor, specifically skilled labor that can embody the free movement of information across borders.
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The equivalence between the movement of goods and the movement of labor leads to the second implication of the analysis. The movement of information is another dimension of the global free trade regime that neither trade theory nor the current international intellectual property environment fully accommodates. The TRIPS Agreement addresses trade secrets and requires countries to protect them.268 At the same time, the TRIPS Agreement permits exclusions to intellectual property in order to protect competition.269 How should the movement of labor be treated under the Agreement? Would it permit high velocity labor markets at the global level or would such a legal arrangement be in violation? The Agreement itself is not clear and reveals a tension not only between commitments to free trade and to intellectual property, but between the movement of people and the movement of information.270

From the perspective of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson Theory of international trade, free movements of information made possible through the free movement of labor serve to counter the effects of the trade barrier created by intellectual property law.271 To the extent that the movement of labor and information would realize gains from trade that are frustrated by the importation right, then such movements are desirable. On the other hand, the Theory recognizes distributional consequences of such movements particularly on wages in the country receiving the labor.272 These distributional consequences are complex and perhaps fully unpredictable.273 While the Theory is helpful in isolating and identifying tensions between international trade and intellectual property, it does not provide clear answers for a resolution. Nonetheless, the workhorse theory is helpful in pointing out the connections between trade, intellectual property, and the movement of people.

2. Returns to Scale and Contemporary Trade Theories

Contemporary trade theories fill in many of the deficiencies of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson Theory. First among the deficiencies is the failure of factor endowments alone to explain the pattern of trade.274 Furthermore, much trade between countries is of the intra-industry variety: trade between countries in the same type of good or service.275 The fact, for example, that countries both import and export clothing or food or automobiles contradicts the prediction of neoclassical
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theory that countries will specialize in trade. Instead, trade patterns seem more consistent with cross-border industry structure with corporate units of multi-national firms operating across in multiple countries engaging in intra-national as well as international markets. In addition, a comparative advantage of a country may change over time as countries invest in specific industries or in the skill level of its workforce. Finally, international trade, like any markets, can result in externalities, of the negative sort, such as environmental harm, and of the positive sort, such as spillovers in knowledge and know-how. Contemporary trade theories attempt to account for each of these nuances of how international trade actually functions.

Two concepts are particularly relevant from contemporary trade theories to understanding international intellectual property and high velocity labor markets at the global level. The first is that of returns to scale, a concept which was introduced above. The second is that of public goods, which is related to the concept of spillovers. Contemporary trade theories have explored both of these concepts to understand trade between nations.

The presence of scale economies was one argument that limited the extension of high velocity labor markets to the cross border movement of labor. The argument was that industry required some restriction on the movement of labor across borders in order to realize the advantage of scale at the national level. However, contemporary trade theories demonstrate the role of scale economies in explaining trade among nations. Overseas markets allow a domestic firm to realize the benefits of scale by expanding the size of markets beyond national borders.
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Multinational companies emerge to capture these scale effects by establishing manufacturing and distribution operations overseas. Comparative advantage may arise because of the scale effects that emerge from expanding firms. What the presence of scale economies calls into question is the assumption of neoclassical trade theory that nation-states should be taken as given. In fact, much of the trade theory that explores scale economies start with the fiction of an integrated world economy, in other words, a marketplace without national borders. Starting from this fiction and the concept of scale economies, theorists then explore the emergence of trading regions and the delineation of the fictionalized integrated world into a world of markets that are defined along geographic lines. Much of the analysis explains how nations emerge through the accident of history and the development of markets and firms. One way to understand this theoretical strand is an exploration of the boundaries of the firm and the boundaries of nations.

The concept of public goods provides a foundation for analyzing the emergence of global institutions and norms that coordinate relations among global actors outside the scope of the market. As is well known in the literature, a public good is one that is consumed in a group with the benefits spread among group members. A public good has characteristics of being non-rival and non-excludable, sometimes both, often times only one of these characteristics. International trade often requires the regulation of public goods, such as the oceans or the air, so the good is not depleted or harmed through communal usage. Property rights enforced through formal legal mechanisms or informal norms often serve to manage public goods, and much of the scholarly literature addresses different types of public goods, such as education, environmental cleanliness, health, safety, and knowledge embodied in technology or know-how, both cultural and scientific. The presence of public goods requires coordination among nation-states, but also raises questions about the boundaries of the nation-state as benefits from activities within one nation
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spillover into other nations. Like the related concept of scale economies, the concept of public goods challenges assumptions about the nation-state and its competing boundaries with those of the firm.

Within neoclassical trade theory, the movement of goods and people serve to equalize prices and wages across nations in order to maximize global welfare. Within contemporary theories, the movement of goods and people serve to realize economies of scale as firms compete across the borders of countries to expanded markets. While intellectual property serves largely as a barrier to trade in neoclassical trade theory, it serves as a way for the firm to define its boundaries by protecting firm specific information. Global intellectual property protection serves not only to police borders, but also to allow firms to achieve the desirable scale of production across national borders. Furthermore, contemporary trade theory recognizes that information has characteristics of a public good and can create spillovers across firms and across national borders. Therefore, global intellectual property law serves to realize these spillovers by allowing information to disseminate within an industry and often across borders through the transfer of technology and the movement of people. Contemporary trade theory recognizes the desirability of the movement of labor as a means of creating spillovers and global public goods.

The challenge, of course, with any theory is in the details. How much movement of labor is desirable? Can we identify when spillovers and public goods are being generated? On these questions, the theory is silent. The details are left to be worked out based on the facts of specific cases. Contemporary trade theory, however, is useful in supporting the arguments for generalizing traditional arguments for high velocity labor markets to cross border movement of people and information. In short,
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a foundation for open borders can be made.\textsuperscript{310} Answering how open requires examining particular cases such as those brought under the Economic Espionage Act. After a summary of the analysis of this section, we turn to these particular cases in Section II.

**D. Implications for Law and Policy**

This section has developed the case for open borders that permit the movement of people and of information across national boundaries. Building on the scholarly work on high velocity labor markets in high technology regions like Silicon Valley or Route 128, I examined three arguments against extending the case for labor mobility across firms regionally to movement across borders. These three arguments—national security, scale economies, and normative presumption in favor of the nation-state—identified the problems of defending open borders across nations and the limitations of the arguments in favor of regional labor mobility. An examination of international trade theory corrected some of the deficiencies of the argument by addressing the complex problems posed by the global movement of goods, services, labor, and information. Several points follow from this theoretical examination.

**II. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AS IMMIGRATION POLICY: ASSESSING THE ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE ACT**

This section offers a critical presentation of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 by first describing the key provisions of the statute. The theory developed in Section I serves as an interpretative tool for assessing the policies underlying the Act and its implications. Prosecutions brought under the Act serve as case studies to deeper understand these policies and the aims of the statute. The purpose of this section is to bring to life the theoretical discussion of high velocity labor markets in the context of the cross border movement of people and information.

**A. Overview of the Act**

The Economic Espionage Act of 1996 has been described as the first comprehensive statute to combat corporate espionage.\textsuperscript{311} It is also the first federal statute that protects trade secrets, historically the domain of state courts and legislatures.\textsuperscript{312} Unlike state statutes and common law rules that govern trade secrets, the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 is a criminal statute that does not
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recognize a private right of action.\textsuperscript{313} Only the United States Attorney General is authorized to bring civil actions for injunctions against future conduct that violates the Act.\textsuperscript{314} Passage of the Act is historic not only for making certain types of trade secret theft a federal crime, but also for being enacted in the period after the shift in Congress in 1994 from Democrat to Republican control when so many controversial intellectual property statutes were passed, such as the Federal Trademark Dilution Act, the Anticybersquatting Protection Act, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, and the Copyright Term Extension Act.\textsuperscript{315}

The Act has eight substantive provisions and one definition section.\textsuperscript{316} The first two provisions lay out the elements of culpable offenses and the remaining six are remedial and procedural.\textsuperscript{317} Section 1831 deals with economic espionage\textsuperscript{318} while section 1832 covers the theft of trade secret.\textsuperscript{319} The elements of economic espionage include the purposeful or knowing misappropriation of a trade secret for the benefit of a foreign government, instrumentality, or agency.\textsuperscript{320} The elements of theft of a trade secret include the purposeful or knowing misappropriation of a trade secret for the benefit of someone other than the trade secret owner that harms the economic interest of the owner.\textsuperscript{321} Both provisions also impose liability for attempt and conspiracy.\textsuperscript{322} Misappropriation of trade secret under each provision includes the stealing, appropriation, or the procurement through fraud or artifice of a trade secret.\textsuperscript{323} Finally, trade secrets are defined broadly to include the following:

\textit{[A]ll forms and types of financial, business, scientific, technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns, plans, compilations, program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, methods, techniques, processes, procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physically, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing.}\textsuperscript{324}
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In order for this subject matter to be protected as a trade secret, the owner must take reasonable steps to protect the secrecy and the subject matter must have independent economic value from not being generally known or readily ascertainable through proper means by the public.\(^{325}\) The last two elements parallel requirements under the Uniform Trade Secret Act and the common law of trade secrets while the scope of subject matter parallels that of the Uniform Act.\(^{326}\)

The Act also includes remedial and jurisdictional provisions.\(^{327}\) Available remedies include criminal sentencing, forfeiture of property or profits earned by the defendant, and injunctions against conduct illegal under the Act.\(^{328}\) Federal district courts have exclusive original jurisdiction,\(^{329}\) and this jurisdiction applies extraterritorially to acts committed overseas by citizens or permanent residents of the United States or if acts in furtherance of the offense were committed in the United States.\(^{330}\) The Act also requires the court to ensure the confidentiality of trade secrets that are the subject of controversy in a case.\(^{331}\) Finally, given the high profile nature of the cases, Congress required the United States Department of Justice to pursue these actions upon review and authorization by the Attorney General.\(^{332}\) In 2002, Attorney General Aschcroft approved the continued enforcement of the Act, but required his authorization only for claims brought under section 1831, but not under section 1832.\(^{333}\) This difference represents the potential effects of section 1831 claims on foreign sovereigns and is an explanation for why there are so few indictments under section 1831.\(^{334}\)

While described as comprehensive, the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, in essence, creates federal criminal liability for acts that constitute purposeful or knowing appropriation of a trade secret which either benefits a foreign entity or causes economic harm to the trade secret owner while benefiting someone who does not own the trade secret.\(^{335}\) By federalizing and criminalizing theft of trade secret,
the Act raises many of the concerns analyzed in the policy literature on high velocity labor markets. Notice that the Act itself does not enjoin the exit of employees to start new firms or competition that is created by departing employees. Nonetheless, and as the case law discussed below shows, the Act has direct and indirect effects on labor mobility and the start-up of new firms. For instance, stealing of a trade secret may include know-how obtained by an employee at his former place of employment and used or retained potentially at the new company. Therefore, it is worth examining how the policy justifications in support of high velocity labor markets, and the movement of people and of information, influence our understanding of the Economic Espionage Act.

B. The Act in the Context of International Trade Theory

Although the Economic Espionage Act does not specifically enjoin either the movement of people between firms or the start-up of new companies that compete with incumbents, the Act may have a chilling effect on such movement and the attendant flow of knowledge. The standard for liability is on paper quite high. The defendant must, either purposefully or knowingly, steal a trade secret that benefits someone who is not the owner of the trade secret and, for liability under section 1832, economically harm the trade secret owner. While the standard for civil liability under state law for misappropriation can be quite low, capturing acts that are deemed to be a violation of business ethics, the mens rea of criminal law raises the bar for liability above what exists under state law.
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340 See Moohr, supra note 20, at 903–07.
342 See id. But see United States v. Hsu, 155 F.3d 189, 196–97 (3d Cir. 1998) (“[I]t is clear that Congress did not intend the definition of a trade secret [in the Economic Espionage Act] to be so broad as to prohibit lawful competition such as the use of general skills or parallel development of a similar product.”) (citations omitted).
343 18 U.S.C. §§ 1831–32. See, e.g., Hsu, 155 F.3d at 195.
344 See, e.g., Hsu, 155 F.3d at 195-96 (presenting the legal standard for liability).
345 Compare UNIF. TRADE SECRETS ACT § 1 (amended 1985), 14 U.L.A. 537 (2005) (defining “misappropriation” of a trade secret in the civil law context), with 18 U.S.C. § 1832 (listing numerous things that can each be a “misappropriation,” but never using the term “misappropriation”).
However, criminal liability also extends to attempts or conspiracies to steal trade secrets.\textsuperscript{346} Therefore, acts that may fall short of civil liability can still constitute criminal misconduct if the mental state elements can be found.\textsuperscript{347} As some of the cases show, liability might extend under the Act to attempts by one firm to poach another firm’s employees through conversation or through enticements to move if such potential movement of workers might entail the movement of trade secrets.\textsuperscript{348} Evidence in favor of the requisite mental state follows from the enticing firm’s desire to acquire the know-how or other information from the employee’s previous firm.\textsuperscript{349} The threat of criminal sanction may very likely chill employment discussions and negotiations that are pro-competitive and that promote innovation.\textsuperscript{350}

Furthermore, the Act criminalizes economic espionage which entails the theft of trade secrets that benefit a foreign entity even if there is no proof of economic harm to the trade secret owner.\textsuperscript{351} This provision potentially impedes the flow of technology and knowledge across national borders, interfering with the benefits of international trade and immigration.\textsuperscript{352}

Although these effects are theoretically possible, empirical evidence in support of these chilling effects is difficult to muster. It has been reported that in 2007, United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement conducted over 2,600 export investigations involving technologies subject to export controls, resulting in 188 criminal arrests, 178 indictments, and 127 convictions.\textsuperscript{353} A large problem is that it is very difficult to prove the absence of a fact, and even harder to demonstrate what would have happened absent the statute. Visa denials and other immigration events, such as deportations, might offer some evidence of the adverse effects of the Act on the movement of people across borders. But violations of the Economic Espionage Act have not been a basis for denial of entry or for deportation.\textsuperscript{354} In 2006, the Immigration and Naturalization Service listed six enforcement categories for deportation actions, none of which directly bore on claims under the Economic Espionage Act.\textsuperscript{355} The difficult problem is identifying how many foreign-born

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{346} See, e.g., Hsu, 155 F.3d at 197 (discussing liability for attempt and conspiracy).
  \item \textsuperscript{347} See, e.g., id.
  \item \textsuperscript{348} See United States v. Martin, 228 F.3d 1, 12 (1st Cir. 2000) (liability based in part on communications between exiting employee and poaching employer): United States v. Case, Crim. No. 3:06-CR-210-TSL-LRA, 2007 WL 1746399, at *1 (S.D. Miss. June 15, 2007) (indicating that charges can be brought under Act against departing employees who formed their own company).
  \item \textsuperscript{349} See, e.g., Martin, 228 F.3d at 10 (noting that a poaching employer sent exiting employee a check for the stolen information, which Federal Bureau of Investigation subsequently recovered as evidence in the case).
  \item \textsuperscript{350} E.g., Case, 2007 WL 1746399, at *1 (indicting, via grand jury, several employees for conspiracy to violate the EEA under section 1832).
  \item \textsuperscript{351} 18 U.S.C. § 1831: Hsu, 155 F.3d at 195–96.
  \item \textsuperscript{352} See, e.g., Hsu, 155 F.3d at 193, 193 n.2 (indicating that the Federal Bureau of Investigation issued an arrest warrant for one defendant that is in Taiwan avoiding U.S. law enforcement because Taiwan and the U.S. do not have an extradition treaty).
  \item \textsuperscript{353} See ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 30, at 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{355} See id. (indicating that the six categories of immigration-related activities of the U.S. immigration and custom enforcement investigations were financial investigations, human
employees may have been denied employment or other opportunities within the
United States or in United States companies overseas for fear of posing a threat of
economic espionage.\textsuperscript{356} The Chronicle of Higher Education has reported how many
universities are having difficulties obtaining immigration clearance for research
scientists, even for short term visits to present a lecture or participate in a
conference.\textsuperscript{357} Much of these problems, however, are a consequence of the heightened
security concerns after the 9/11 attacks.\textsuperscript{358} Arguably, the fear of economic espionage
may be part and parcel of the broader security concerns and resulting paranoia, and
therefore impossible to separate.\textsuperscript{359} However, the experiences reported by many
universities suggest a climate where movement across borders is far from
hospitable.\textsuperscript{360} An examination of the case law under the Economic Espionage Act,
discussed in the next section, shows possible adverse consequences on foreign born
employees and presents scenarios that may chill movement of labor both within the
United States and across borders more broadly by analogy.

In assessing the case law, these predicted adverse consequences need to be
understood in light of some of the justifications for movement across borders,
discussed above in Section II.A. However, national security does not appear to be a
salient concern in many of these cases.\textsuperscript{361} Furthermore, many of these cases involve

\textsuperscript{356} See U.S. DEPT OF STATE, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE VISA OFFICE 2008 tbl. XX (2008),
available at http://www.travel.state.gov/pdf/FY08-AR-TableXX.pdf. These statistics, however, report
denials based on categories such as becoming a public charge or criminal activities, such as
smuggling or prostitution. \textit{Id.} In 2006, the category “Conversion of Confiscated U.S. Property for
Gain” was added although there have been only two reported cases of denials based on this
category in 2007, one of which was overcome. U.S. DEPT OF STATE, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE VISA OFFICE 2007
tbl. XX (2007), available at http://www.travel.state.gov/pdf/FY07AnnualReportTableXX.pdf. This category would not cover misappropriation of trade secrets from United States companies since they do not constitute “confiscated U.S. property.” See 18 U.S.C. § 1831. However, property and
economic theft of confidential information could potentially be a basis for visa denials even though

\textsuperscript{357} See Jaques S. Gansler & Alice P. Gast, \textit{Academics and National Security Experts Must
of all science and engineering Ph.D. degrees awarded in the U.S. are awarded to foreign-born
graduates).

in titles 8, 12, 15, 18, 20, 31, 42, 47, 49, 50, United States Code) (“An Act To deter and punish terrorist
acts in the United States and around the world, to enhance law enforcement investigatory tools, and
for other purposes.”).

\textsuperscript{359} See JOHN GLADSTONE MILLS III ET AL., 1 PAT. L. FUNDAMENTALS app. 4(B) (2d ed. 2009)
(listing all the cases prosecuted under the Economic Espionage Act, which totals thirty-three, and
ten of those prosecutions came after the 9/11 attacks).

\textsuperscript{360} See Gansler & Gast, supra note 357.

\textsuperscript{361} See United States v. Ye, 436 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2006); United States v. Yang, 281 F.3d 534
(9th Cir. 2002); United States v. Krumrei, 258 F.3d 535 (6th Cir. 2001); United States v. Martin, 228
F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2000). \textit{But see} United States v. Hsu, 155 F.3d 189, 195 (3rd Cir. 1998) (“Only by adopting a national scheme to protect U.S. proprietary economic information can we hope to
maintain our industrial and economic edge and thus safeguard our national security.” (quoting S.
REP. NO. 104-359, at 11 (1996))).
large, multinational companies which arguably realize scale economies. Therefore, restrictions on labor movement do not necessarily follow from the need to realize economies of scale. The focus on maximizing national welfare, however, may be a dominant feature in these cases and parallels the rhetoric one sees in more informal discussions of the Economic Espionage Act. The express fear of economic espionage replaced the fear of political and economic domination under the nuclear umbrella of the Cold War in the 1990s, and this new fear was not necessarily red in color. Instead, the threat of economic espionage was ethnic, cultural, or national in guise, often associated with the skilled worked from Taiwan. To the extent that this third basis for justifying the movement of people, and the attendant movement of information and knowledge, is based on blatant, or even subtle, xenophobia, the justification can be rejected. Fear, rather than reason, enabled by legal power is driving the application of the law in an illegitimate direction.

Within the context of international trade theory, we should be asking whether there are gains that are being wasted or even unrealized in how the Economic Espionage Act is being used. The analysis of the case law in the next section consequently looks to see whether the prosecutions chill the movement of labor, quell the movement of information, and frustrate the realization of spillovers that could result from the movement of labor and information across borders.

C. Assessing the Cases

The United States Department of Justice has brought thirty-five prosecutions under the Economic Espionage Act from 1996 to 2007. Most of these have been
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362 See, e.g., Yang, 281 F.3d at 540 (stating that the defendant’s Taiwanese company and the victim’s American company were competitors).
364 Compare, e.g., Yang, 281 F.3d at 540 (stating that the defendant’s Taiwanese company and the victim’s American company were competitors), with, e.g., Pooley, supra note 111, at 229 (“The EEA has raised the stakes in the business of protecting trade secrets.”).
366 See, e.g., Yang, 281 F.3d at 540 (stating that the defendant’s worked for a Taiwanese company).
367 See Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1955) (striking down legislation that was based on the race of an individual).
brought under section 1832, the provision dealing with theft of trade secret.\textsuperscript{371} There has been five indictments (two of which resulted in convictions) under section 1831, the economic espionage provision.\textsuperscript{372} The first indictment under section 1831 was brought against two Japanese nationals in 2001.\textsuperscript{373} One of the defendants in the case entered into a plea arrangement with the government.\textsuperscript{374} Charges against the second were eventually dismissed because the Japanese government failed to extradite the defendant to the United States on the grounds that the Japanese government did not recognize economic espionage as an extraditable offense.\textsuperscript{375} The trials and appeals that resulted from these thirty-six prosecutions have produced twenty-four district court and appellate opinions that substantively interpret portions of the Act.\textsuperscript{376} Of these twenty-four opinions, eight are dismissals for lack of jurisdiction because the Economic Espionage Act does not recognize a private right of action.\textsuperscript{377} The discussion in this section will focus on five principal cases: United States v. Martin,\textsuperscript{378} United States v. Krumrei,\textsuperscript{379} United States v. Ye,\textsuperscript{380} United States v. Hsu,\textsuperscript{381} and United States v. Yang\textsuperscript{382} (also known as the Four Pillars case). These five cases illustrate how intellectual property law operates as a form of immigration policy, affecting the movement of people and information across borders. In addition, I discuss United States v. Case,\textsuperscript{383} an unpublished district court opinion that illustrates many of the concerns raised with making trade secret misappropriation a federal crime.

In studying these cases, those resulting in judicial opinions and those that did not, I attempted to identify nationality and citizenship status of the thirty-five defendants based on the judicial opinions and the United States Department of Justice web site that summarizes the prosecutions. In some of the judicial opinions, citizenship status was mentioned. In most, they were not. Nationality, however, was mentioned occasionally, perhaps indirectly as a reference to the immigration status


\textsuperscript{378} 228 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2000). \textsuperscript{379} 258 F.3d 535 (6th Cir. 2001). \textsuperscript{380} 436 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2006). \textsuperscript{381} 155 F.3d 189 (3d Cir. 1998). \textsuperscript{382} 281 F.3d 534 (6th Cir. 2002).

of the defendant. My count is that twenty of the thirty-five cases involved a defendant or defendants who were born outside the United States. Roughly half of these twenty involved a defendant with a background either in China or Taiwan. The remaining cases involved either defendants who were United States-born or nationals from Europe or Canada, but whose background was not readily ascertainable from the text of the judicial opinion or the summaries on the web site. The fact that more than half of the prosecutions involved non-United States nationals illustrates how the Act serves to globalize trade secret law by preventing appropriation across borders.

The defendants in these cases typically worked for a high technology company in the software, hardware, biotechnology, or biomedical fields. The trade secrets appropriated ranged from DNA cell lines\(^{384}\) to the diagnostic tests used by Microsoft to test its software suite.\(^{385}\) For example, in Ye, the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") apprehended the defendant, a Chinese born, naturalized United States citizen, as he was about to board a flight to China with his co-defendant.\(^{386}\) Ye was caught with information related to a microprocessor project called Supervision developed by several Silicon Valley companies, which he was taking to a company he formed in China.\(^{387}\) In Okamoto, the sole prosecution under section 1831, the co-defendants were accused of taking DNA and cell line reagents from the Cleveland Clinic Foundation for the purpose of transporting the materials to Japan.\(^{388}\) Hsu, a Taiwanese national who was a technical director for a Taiwanese company and working in the United States, was caught by an FBI sting operation involving purported proprietary information relating to the anti-cancer drug Taxol.\(^{389}\) Hsu's case was the first brought under the Economic Espionage Act and resulted in a conviction for an attempted violation of the Act.\(^{390}\) In each of these cases, the act of transferring proprietary information to a third party was not completed, and the circumstances were highly charged.\(^{391}\) The defendants were involved in acts that raised suspicions, but also raise questions about the policy effects of the Act on technology transfer and the international movement of labor.\(^{392}\)

The problem was best stated by the court in United States v. Martin, a case that resulted in prosecutions for violations of the Economic Espionage Act and mail and wire fraud acts of Martin, the CEO of a Wyoming vaccine company, and Camp, an
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\(^{384}\) See First Foreign Indictment, supra note 23.


\(^{386}\) United States v. Ye, 436 F.3d 1117, 1119–20 (9th Cir. 2006).

\(^{387}\) See id.

\(^{388}\) First Foreign Indictment, supra note 23.


\(^{390}\) See id. at 191; see also ADAM L. PENENBERG & MARC BARRY, SPOOKED: ESPIONAGE IN CORPORATE AMERICA 67–68 (2000) (noting the Yangs, defendants in the Four Pillars case, referred to the Hsu case shortly before their incarceration).

\(^{391}\) See, e.g., Hsu, 155 F.3d at 191–93.

\(^{392}\) See, e.g., id.; see also Benjamin K. Sovacool, Placing a Glove on the Invisible Hand: How Intellectual Property Rights May Impede Innovation in Energy Research and Development (R&D), 18 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 381, 436 (2008) ("[T]he inherent tension between intellectual property and innovation reveals a deeper complex of problems that require concerted action to address.").
unhappy employee of IDEXX, a Maine biotech start-up. The two were indicted on a count of conspiracy under the Economic Espionage Act, in addition to the mail and wire fraud counts. Camp pled guilty in exchange for testifying against Martin, who was convicted, ordered to pay restitution, and was sentenced to a term of imprisonment. The conviction was based, in part, on a long term email correspondence between the two which ostensibly read as a wooing of Camp by Martin (at many levels) to leave the Maine company and move out to join the company in Wyoming. As part of this correspondence, Camp sent upon Martin’s request information of proprietary products and software from the Maine company where she worked. The United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, in upholding the conviction, wrote:

A careful reading of the seven-month e-mail communication between Dr. Stephen Martin and Caryn Camp could lead to the conclusion Martin and his counsel urge—that this is simply a pen-pal relationship between a lonely Maine lab technician and a reclusive California scientist. However, the evidence could also lead a reader to the conclusion that something far more sinister was afoot: that an originally harmless communication mushroomed into a conspiracy to steal trade secrets and transport stolen property interstate, and that the electronic mail and U.S. mails were used to further a scheme to defraud IDEXX. Because we find there was sufficient evidence for a reasonable jury to conclude the latter beyond any reasonable doubt, we AFFIRM the defendant’s conviction on all counts.

The court’s hint of ambiguity is revealing about the scope of the Economic Espionage Act. The appellant’s brief and an initial read of the facts of the case suggest a story of employee mobility. Camp, a frustrated employee, seeks opportunity at Martin’s company based on its website. Martin, after failing to acquire the desired technology from IDEXX, sees an opportunity when an IDEXX employee calls. It is the opportunistic behavior on the part of Martin combined with the purloining of a company’s assets that support the more sinister read endorsed by the court. The Economic Espionage Act, the court leaves us to understand, aids in policing this unproductive and larcenous form of employee recruitment that seems not to be supported by the creation of spillovers or genuine competition.

When read in a sinister light, the facts of the Martin case echo the notorious United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit opinion in E.I. du Pont de
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Nemours & Co. v. Christopher,\(^{405}\) in which the court found that using a plan to flyover a competitor's lab in order to take pictures constituted misappropriation of a trade secret under state law.\(^{406}\) Unable to base its decision on some independent illegal act by the defendant (the flyover, for example, did not constitute a trespass), the court held that the behavior was improper as a violation of the ethics of business competition.\(^{407}\) The defendant was taking a free ride or, perhaps more accurately, was choosing not to compete by building a better product or by designing around existing technologies.\(^{408}\) Instead, the defendant was choosing to make a naked copy of what the plaintiff was doing.\(^{409}\) Whether the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit expanded the scope of business ethics under state trade secret law is a much debated question.\(^{410}\) After the decision in Martin, however, one has to conclude that the flyover at issue in Christopher Brothers would rise to federal criminal liability with the resulting fines and jail time.\(^{411}\) Criminalization of such conduct is arguably over-deterrence of what has been deemed to be unethical, non-competitive, and free-riding behavior. One has to wonder why state trade secret law or a civil federal remedy would not serve the purpose of deterring the sanctioned business plan in Martin.

The facts of Martin pertain to the misappropriation of trade secret across state lines within the United States.\(^{412}\) The majority of the cases under the Economic Espionage Act involve misappropriation by non-United States nationals who steal, attempt to steal or conspire to steal trade secrets with the intent to take them overseas.\(^{413}\) In United States v. Hsu,\(^{414}\) the first case brought under the Economic Espionage Act, the defendants were Taiwanese nationals who contacted an FBI undercover agent to obtain the proprietary formulas and secret processes associated with the manufacture of Taxol, an anti-cancer drug made and sold by Bristol-Meyers-Squibb.\(^{415}\) There is no doubt that the defendants were trying to steal proprietary information, circumventing the appropriate commercial channels of licensing or reverse engineering the protected trade secrets.\(^{416}\) Nonetheless, the case provides a troubling precedent because the court allowed the sentence of the one convicted defendant to stand despite the defense of legal impossibility.\(^{417}\) Hsu was arrested after receiving what he thought were the requested trade secrets from the undercover agent.\(^{418}\) Instead, the information was not proprietary at all.\(^{419}\)

\(^{405}\) 431 F.2d 1012 (1970).
\(^{406}\) Id. at 1017.
\(^{407}\) Id. at 1015–16.
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\(^{412}\) Id. at 6–10.
\(^{414}\) 155 F.3d 189.
\(^{415}\) Id. at 191–93.
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Nonetheless, Hsu was found criminally liable for attempted theft of trade secrets.\textsuperscript{420} The court rejected his defense that it was impossible to complete the crime when what was stolen was not in fact a trade secret.\textsuperscript{421} Such a defense would undermine the ability of the government to undertake sting operations like the one against Hsu.\textsuperscript{422}

The problem is that the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit's decision in \textit{Hsu} gives the government wide license to undertake sting operations in order to ferret out potential economic spies.\textsuperscript{423} Such sting operations potentially chill legitimate inquiries by employers who are attempting to poach employees and employees who may be interest in a move.\textsuperscript{424} A potential bright line to avoid being caught in the web of a sting operation or, more to the point, being found liable for violating the Economic Espionage Act is to not seek out or offer proprietary information of any sort.\textsuperscript{425} Discussions of employment need to be distanced from any discussion of valuable firm assets, whether tangible or intangible.\textsuperscript{426} But even here there is a concern that the government can uses its authority under the Act broadly, casting a sense of paranoia or concern over any employee who is foreign.\textsuperscript{427} In \textit{United States v. Ye},\textsuperscript{428} the defendants were caught with proprietary information that the employees had obtained without permission from several major Silicon Valley companies.\textsuperscript{429} The defendants were apprehended at the San Francisco International Airport as they were passing through security to board a plane to the People's Republic of China.\textsuperscript{430} Convictions were based on attempted violations of and conspiracy to violate the Economic Espionage Act.\textsuperscript{431} The defendants moved pre-trial for the use of experts to determine which of the purloined information constituted trade secrets.\textsuperscript{432} The government moved to protect the information under the provisions of the Act that allow for protective orders.\textsuperscript{433} The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held in favor of the government on this issue with the result that a government can bring a case even if there may not be any trade secrets at issue in a case.\textsuperscript{434} As the decision illustrates, the scope of both attempt and conspiracy liability is quite broad.\textsuperscript{435}
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\textsuperscript{435} See id.
The facts of United States v. Krumrei illustrate some limits on the scope of the Act. Krumrei worked for a company that was using a laminating process developed by Wilsonart. Krumrei's employer was using the process under license from Wilsonart. Krumrei approached a competitor of Wilsonart with information about the process, and the competitor informed Wilsonart, who hired an investigator to approach Krumrei with the request to obtain proprietary information from Krumrei. Based on Krumrei's offers to transfer proprietary information to the investigator, Krumrei was indicted for attempting to steal trade secrets. He pled guilty to the charge and avoided a jail sentence but was fined for the offense. Permitted to appeal as a condition of his plea, Krumrei raised an attack on the Economic Espionage Act as being constitutionally vague. The basis for the vagueness claim was the definition of trade secrets that required a showing that the trade secret had taken reasonable steps to protect the information as a secret. The court rejected his challenge, holding that Krumrei knew that the information he was passing on was proprietary, and therefore the statute was not vague as applied to him. The facts of Krumrei present a classic application of the Economic Espionage Act, criminalizing the attempt to transfer information that one knows is proprietary to a competitor. However, Krumrei's conduct would also lead to liability under state trade secret law. Therefore, the recurring question is whether the potential chilling effects of the Act are balanced by the benefit of deterring or punishing conduct that, absent the Economic Espionage Act, would otherwise be legal.

Perhaps the most intensive prosecution under the Act is United States v. Yang, the first conviction for federal theft of trade secret through a jury trial. Yang was the CEO of Four Pillars, a Taiwanese company that engaged in the adhesive business whose main competitor was the United States company Avery Dennison. Dr. Lee was a research scientist working for Avery Dennison, also Taiwanese, who met Yang in the late 1980's and was convinced to pass on proprietary information about products under development by his employer. The FBI became aware of this activity in the 1990's and secured Dr. Lee's cooperation to engage in a sting operation to catch Yang. In the later 1990's, Dr. Lee and an undercover FBI agent met with Yang in an Ohio hotel room and passed on what purported to be confidential information about Avery Dennison's business, contained
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in an envelope marked confidential. Yang was arrested and indicted under the Economic Espionage Act. The conviction ended with a penalty of five million dollars under the United States Sentencing Guidelines after a trial and appeals that finally came to an end in 2007. The nearly decade long prosecution is an archetypical Economic Espionage Act conviction, involving a foreign spy using a United States employee as a conduit for appropriating confidential business information. The penalty reflected the nature of the threat posed by Yang's conduct, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit remanded the case, finding that the sentence was too high in light of Avery Dennison's involvement in the sting operation. In 2007, the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed the reduction of the sentence by the trial court on remand to two million dollars.

The 2006 indictment against former employees of Eaton, a Mississippi aerospace company is the most recent example of the shadow that the Economic Espionage Act cases over employee mobility in technology industries. Several employees of Eaton departed the company in the early 2000's to accept employment with Frisby, a competitor for aerospace contracts and for government grants, in Mississippi. The indictment charged violations of mail and wire fraud and a conspiracy to violate the Economic Espionage Act. Several overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy were alleged by the government, including email correspondences with employees at Frisby while the defendants were still in the employ of Eaton, email correspondences by the defendants to former colleagues at Eaton recruiting them to join Frisby, and the transfer of specifications for hydraulic parts and other products manufactured by Eaton by the defendants to Frisby. The district court dismissed many of the counts as being void for vagueness although the court did not dismiss the counts based on the transfer of the parts, since they were arguably concrete trade secrets that were transferred to a competitor. What counts that survived eventually were dismissed, upon affirmance by the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, because of the general five year statute of limitations for federal criminal
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Although ultimately an unsuccessful indictment, the example illustrates how far the Act can be taken to criminalize the movement of employees between firms and the potential risks and costs that both firms and workers in high velocity labor markets face.

There are three lessons to glean from the Economic Espionage Act cases. The first is the potentially chilling effects of the Act on the movement of labor across borders. This chilling effect on the movement of labor has consequences for the movement of information and knowledge across borders. The concern stems from the possible over-deterrence of labor mobility and employment because of the criminalization of conduct that may otherwise be actionable under the state law of trade secret. Not only has the Economic Espionage Act upped the ante for misappropriation of trade secret, it has expanded the scope of illegal conduct through the imposition of attempt and conspiracy liability. The second lesson, however, is that the courts have tempered the possible adverse effects of the Act by prosecuting cases where defendants have taken or attempted to take concrete assets from the trade secret owner. Although there are many troubling cases, many of the thirty-six prosecutions sanctions conduct that is close to the model of the free-riding company that seems to solely mimic or copy a competitor rather than compete through reverse engineering or independent invention. Despite some tendencies to temper the effects of the Act, the aggressive use of sting operations is a source of concern by casting a pale on business transactions and employment hiring decisions. These concerns support the third lesson. Many of the acts that form the basis for an Economic Espionage Act prosecution could also have been reached under other, less potentially draconian areas of the law, such as traditional trade secret law. What the Economic Espionage Act may offer is a federal forum and there are possible benefits from federalizing trade secret law. But the machinery of federal criminal prosecutions is a blunt tool to bring to the activity at issue. In Section III, I take these lessons from a decade of case law to propose reforms to intellectual property law that can further temper the negative effects of the Act on global labor mobility and competition.
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464 United States v. Case, 288 F. App’x 212, 212 (5th Cir. 2008). However, the Court granted the government’s petition for rehearing and then reversed its earlier decision related to Counts 9 & 12. United States v. Case, 309 F. App’x 883, 886 (5th Cir. 2009).


466 See id. § 1832(a)(4)-(5).

467 See, e.g., Case, 309 F. App’x at 886 (reversing the two counts related to hard evidence that were earlier dismissed).

468 See e.g., United States v. Four Pillars Enter. Co., 253 F. App’x 502, 505–07 (6th Cir. 2007).

469 See e.g., United States v. Yang, 281 F.3d 534, 540–41 (6th Cir. 2002).


471 See, e.g., Yang, 281 F.3d at 540–41 (indicating that the FBI’s resources are available to investigate cases under the federal Economic Espionage Act of 1996).

472 See id. (indicating that the FBI will use the full range of technology to catch an alleged violator).
III. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Economic Espionage Act interferes with the benefits that arise from labor mobility in high technology markets, or high velocity labor markets to adopt the shorthand.\footnote{See United States v. Case, Crim. No. 3:06-CR-210-TSL-LRA, 2007 WL 1746399, at *1 (S.D. Miss. June 15, 2007) (demonstrating that five defendants moving from one employer to the next in the aerospace industry have been dragged into years of litigation).} The impediment is particularly troubling given the Act’s deliberate targeting of non-United States workers and the movement of technology and knowledge across national borders.\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Ye, 436 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2006).} The legitimate goals of the Act, to target acts that merely imitate competitors rather than compete based on innovation, are addressed by existing state laws.\footnote{See, e.g., Illinois Trade Secrets Act, 765 ILL. COMP. STAT. 1065/1-9 (2009).} The criminalization and nationalization of trade secret laws serve largely to deter the desirable movement of people and information across borders.

This section proposes ways to cure the adverse effects of the Act by (i) clarifying its narrow purpose and (ii) suggesting reforms of the extraterritorial application of other types of intellectual property law. I conclude that the biggest problem with the Economic Espionage Act is its turning a matter of private law into a federal crime, which permits the unleashing of governmental power untethered from, and hence untempered by, defined private or broadly public interests. Power in defense of the national market place is troubling in the context of intellectual property law. One solution, I conclude, is to make traditional trade secret more closely allied to the law of property and thereby define the goals of the law in terms of very narrow private interests that can be readily ascertained and protected. The challenge is to adopt the limiting principle of property, as a counter to the uncontrollable goal of protecting the nation, without also adopting the acquisitiveness and private exclusion that has hindered intellectual property law in other ways. The section concludes with an analysis of how property can counter the nation as a basis for better defining the public interest goals of intellectual property law.

A. Clarifying the Purpose and Application of the Act

The Economic Espionage Act was enacted in the wake of several high profile cases of industrial espionage in the early Nineties.\footnote{See Carr, supra note 51, at 162–63.} These cases turned industrial espionage into an ideological and politico-legal substitute for the Cold War as the rising economies in Asia were viewed as the new threat.\footnote{142 CONG. REC. S12211-03 (1996) (statement of Sen. Kohl).} Although it did not...
involving theft of commercial trade secrets, the espionage case brought against Wen Ho Lee in 1999 (which eventually resulted in a dismissal and apology to Dr. Lee) provides an example of the atmosphere that gave rise to concerns over spying and theft of valuable information. This concern with espionage dovetailed with the growing movement touting strong intellectual property rights as an ingredient for domestic economic growth and international competitiveness in the 1990's. However, the Economic Espionage Act is decidedly different from the other pieces of intellectual property legislation that were enacted contemporaneously. The Act makes intellectual property infringement, traditionally a private matter handled through private litigation, a federal crime. In this way, the Act raises the stakes for those who use information protected by intellectual property law and are engaged in industries that drive the processes of innovation and technology development.

By using intellectual property law to promote the goals of global economic security and competitiveness, the Economic Espionage Act is a statute at war with itself. It taps the powers of the national government, particularly its powers to enforce criminal laws, to a matter of economic and business regulation. Although there are many criminal provisions to federal business regulation (such as the securities and the antitrust laws), the criminalization of state trade secret law makes the theft of private property a federal offense and is distinguishable from the threats to public markets posed by manipulating securities markets or by forming price cartels. Furthermore, the object of the Economic Espionage Act is a vague, often difficult to define category of property called information, which is often entwined in the know-how of a firm and of its employees. Admittedly, securities law also criminalizes the misuse of information, but in the context of securities, the misuse is often made concrete in the form of financial instruments and standardized market relationships. Trade secret abuse, as a case like Martin or Case shows, can extend
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479 See Ryan, supra note 204, at 67-72 (documenting the growing private support for legislative and executive efforts promoting intellectual property rights domestically and at the international level in the late 1980's and through the 1990's).


481 18 U.S.C. § 1832 (asserting that misappropriation of a trade secret is punishable by up to ten years in prison).

482 See id.

483 See id. §§ 1831-39.

484 See, e.g., United States v. Yang, 281 F.3d 534, 540-41 (6th Cir. 2002) (using the FBI to arrest a suspected perpetrator).


to a wide range of communications, including employment solicitations. However, the less troubling Economic Espionage Act cases involve the transfer of concrete property, such as the disks in *Martin* or the parts in *Case*. Even when physical property is involved, the vexing question still remains as to whether the concrete property constitutes a trade secret. Nonetheless, the Economic Espionage Act, by ostensibly attempting to promote innovation and global markets, may impede the lifeblood of these markets by deterring the movement of people and of information.

Resolution of this fundamental problem rests on more clearly delineating the purpose of the Act. It is not a tool for national security. Nor is it a tool to police national borders against the entry of foreign workers. In short, it is not a type of immigration policy. Instead, the Act is designed to protect against the theft of certain types of industrial property to benefit third parties. That is, as a practical matter, all that the Act can or should do. The goals of security and immigration are tangential and better served by other laws. The argument so far may read as one for limited government. Actually, the argument is one for the *clear* and *necessary* exercise of governmental power, especially its power to enforce criminal laws. When the Act is seemingly used for purposes other than protecting industrial property, especially ones that interfere with the movement of people and information as I have documented in this Article, then the clarity of the law and the appropriateness of exercising governmental power becomes questioned.

The example of Wen Ho Lee is apposite on this point. His prosecution was based on the claim that he had used sophisticated mathematical techniques to solve problems for the Chinese government. Dr. Lee dismissed these charges as “nonsense” and compared them to “saying a discussion about algebra is the same as giving them secrets.” Infusing national security objectives into trade secret law risks turning any potentially valuable information into a protected trade secret and the loss of private industrial property into a threat to national security.

But even if the application of the law is clear, there is still the pervading question of whether the law is necessary. Much of the conduct could be reached through existing law that provides state remedies in state and federal courts through
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488 See *Case*, 2007 WL 1746399, at *1: United States v. Martin, 228 F. 3d 1, 12–19 (1st Cir. 2000).
489 *Martin*, 228 F. 3d at 9–10.
490 See *Case*, 2007 WL 1746399, at *1.
491 See id. at *12–13.
492 See *supra* Section II.B.
494 See id. (providing remedies against domestic as well as foreign actors).
495 Id.
496 Id.
497 Id.
498 E.g., 6 U.S.C. § 111(b)(1) (2006) (stating that the mission of the Department of Homeland Security is to prevent and reduce terrorist attacks, while also minimizing the damage terrorist attacks cause).
499 See *supra* Section II.B.
500 See LEE WITH ZIA, supra note 478, at 35–85.
501 Id. at 270–73.
502 Id. at 272.
503 See id.
private litigation and some limited state criminal law remedies.\textsuperscript{504} Limitations of the regime prior to the enactment of the Economic Espionage Act are those associated with state laws: the jurisdictional reach of the courts and the conflict of laws.\textsuperscript{505} These limitations suggest that the main benefits of the Economic Espionage Act may be those associated with federal law: national jurisdiction and uniformity.\textsuperscript{506} A further complication is that much of the activity may involve extraterritorial reach of the law to enjoin conduct that occurs by actors outside the boundaries of the United States.\textsuperscript{507} To the extent that the Act goes beyond resolving these limitations, there is a case to be made that the statutory scheme is overbroad.\textsuperscript{508} Consequently, I focus for the rest of this section on how other areas of intellectual property law can be reformed to address some of the limitations that the Economic Espionage Act ideally should correct. My goal is not to propose adopting these reforms in addition to the current Act. Instead, my argument is that these proposals are desirable substitutes for the Economic Espionage Act, correcting some of the limitations of traditional state secret law without introducing the possible harmful effects on high velocity labor markets.

\textbf{B. Collateral Reforms}

Intellectual property rights expand with a ratchet. Expansions in rights occur without corresponding limits or contractions. With that caveat in mind, I present these proposals as substitutes for the Economic Espionage Act, ways to limit the application of the federal criminal law by expanding the availability of civil remedies for intellectual property infringement in the global marketplace. As a practical policy matter, I do think it is unlikely that any of these proposals would be adopted as a substitute for the Economic Espionage Act, given the politics of intellectual property reform.\textsuperscript{509} Nonetheless, I end with a discussion of these proposals to highlight the particular problems that lead to the enactment and enforcement of the Act. Conceptually, the discussion of these proposals identifies the specific policy gaps in intellectual property law that the Act grew to fill and even further expand the enforcement of trade secret law at the federal level.\textsuperscript{510}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{504} See \textsc{3 Roger M. Milgrim, Milgrim on Trade Secrets} § 12.06 (2009) (indicating the states have criminalized trade secret misappropriation); see also \textsc{Ghosh et al., Intellectual Property: Private Rights, the Public Interest, and the Regulation of Creative Activity} 65–71 (Thomson 2007) (discussing state criminal trade secret statutes).
\item \textsuperscript{506} See \textsc{Carr, supra} note 51, at 209 (indicating that the Economic Espionage Act fills gaps left by state trade secret tort law).
\item \textsuperscript{507} See, e.g., United States v. Hsu, 155 F.3d 189, 193 n.2. (3d Cir. 1998).
\item \textsuperscript{509} See 142 CONG. REC. S12211-03, S12211-14 (1996) (statement of Sen. Kohl) (stating that the bullying of American corporations stops with the passing of the Economic Espionage Act).
\item \textsuperscript{510} See \textsc{Carr, supra note 51}, at 209.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
1. Extraterritorial Application of Patent Law

The Economic Espionage Act is designed to prevent the unauthorized export of protected information. The statute limits the protected subject matter to trade secret, and, as a result, the Act prevents the misappropriation of valuable information that might be developed into a patentable invention either in the United States or overseas. To the extent that other intellectual property is given more extraterritorial enforcement, the need for the Economic Espionage Act to prevent foreign misappropriation of economically valuable information is obviated.

One particular avenue for expanding the rights of intellectual property owners outside the boundaries of the United States is through permitting extraterritorial enforcement of the Patent Act.

The Patent Act is largely silent about the extraterritorial enforcement of claims for patent infringement. Section 271(f) grants to the patent owner the right to sue an individual for combining overseas unpatentable components exported from the United States into a machine or manufacture patented in the United States. Similarly, section 271(g) allows the patent owner to sue the user of a process patented in the United States if he uses the process to produce a product that is imported into the United States. Courts have been split on how to apply patent law extraterritorially both in situations where the statute arguably applies and in situations where the statute is silent. The United States Supreme Court has generally not favored extraterritorial application of the Patent Act, holding in two notable cases that such application requires a clear directive from Congress. The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, on the other hand, has been more unpredictable about extraterritorial enforcement. Commentators have

511 See id.
513 See generally TRIPS Agreement arts. 41-61 (allowing for the enforcement of intellectual property rights in its member nations).
514 See 35 U.S.C. § 184 (2006). It should be pointed out that U.S. patent law already regulates the export of technology and information through the requirement of foreign filing licenses in order to file a patent application overseas. See id. The foreign filing license requirement controls the transfer of information through patent applications. Id.
515 See id. § 271(a); see also Timothy R. Holbrook, Extraterritoriality in U.S. Patent Law, 49 WM. & MARY L. REV. 2119, 2124 (2008) ("[M]any commentators view patent law as the most territorially based form of intellectual property... and has begun to place pressure on these historical territorial limits in patent law.").
517 Id. § 271(g).
518 Microsoft Corp. v. AT&T Corp., 550 U.S. 437, 459-60, 462 (2007) (holding that golden disks from which software was copied is not a component for infringement action brought under section 271(f)); DeepSouth Packing Co. v. Laitram, 406 U.S. 518, 523, 531-32 (1972) (exporting components of patented machine for assembly overseas not patent infringement), superseded by statute, 35 U.S.C. § 271(f) (enacted 1984); Brown v. Duchesne, 60 U.S. 183, 198-99 (1856) (holding that activity on a foreign vessel in a United States port is not patent infringement).
519 Eolas Techs., Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 399 F.3d 1325, 1338-41 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (finding that golden disks are components under section 271(f) for Internet based application); Johns Hopkins Univ. v. Cellpro, Inc., 152 F.3d 1342, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (limiting extraterritorial reach of injunction).
sought more clarity on the issue, generally pointing towards recognizing extraterritorial application of United States patent law.\textsuperscript{520}

Without settling on a particular standard for extraterritoriality, I endorse the arguments in favor of stronger extraterritorial enforcement of United States patent law for the reason that it would alleviate the need for the Economic Espionage Act as a tool for combating what is viewed as the theft of knowledge protected by intellectual property law. Extraterritorial enforcement would allow private rights holders to enforce high value intellectual property that is being infringed by overseas entities and allow rights holders a source of value for their intellectual property assets.\textsuperscript{521} Furthermore, permitting extraterritorial application of patent law would be less intrusive on global high velocity labor markets than the enforcement of trade secret rights through statutory schemes like the Economic Espionage Act.\textsuperscript{522} While trade secret law protects information and knowledge that is often embodied in human beings,\textsuperscript{523} patent law protects embodiments of knowledge in processes and products that are protected from unauthorized infringement.\textsuperscript{524} Compared with trade secret law, actions under the Patent Act targets the embodiments of information in commodities and therefore interferes less with the movement of people.\textsuperscript{525} Extraterritorial enforcement of patent rights would be consistent with the free flow of labor across national borders. The cost, however, may be on the free flow of physical goods or components across borders.\textsuperscript{526} With enhanced extraterritorial enforcement, overseas companies may be deterred from exporting products into the United States for concerns over being held liable for patent infringement.\textsuperscript{527} In this way, extraterritorial enforcement of patent rights acts as a tariff on the movement of goods into the United States. Such a tariff may limit the desirable effects of free trade, but arguably it does not limit the spillover effects that are created by the distribution of knowledge. Consequently, the relative costs to innovation may be smaller for the extraterritorial application of patent law than for the more vigorous criminal enforcement of trade secret law at the federal level.

\textsuperscript{520} See Holbrook, supra note 515, at 2163–67 (endorsing an approach to patent law extraterritoriality that expressly takes into consideration foreign patent law).

\textsuperscript{521} Id. at 2163–67.

\textsuperscript{522} Compare id. at 2163–67 (endorsing an approach to patent law extraterritoriality that expressly takes into consideration foreign patent law), with 18 U.S.C. §§ 1831–39 (2006) (restricting labor movement across borders as it is currently applied).

\textsuperscript{523} See, e.g., Pepsico, Inc. v. Redmond, 54 F.3d 1262, 1272 (7th Cir. 1995) (affirming the district court’s holding that the Illinois Trade Secrets Act prevented an employee from ever divulging the trade secrets of his former employer to a new employer).

\textsuperscript{524} See 35 U.S.C. § 101 (2006) (“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.”).

\textsuperscript{525} Id. §§ 271; 281–97 (defining infringement, available remedies, and restrictions to those remedies).

\textsuperscript{526} See Holbrook, supra note 515, at 2163–67.

\textsuperscript{527} See, e.g., Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BV v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 366 F.3d 1311, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (affirming the ITC’s exclusion order of the appellant’s product from the U.S.) Compared to litigation in the district courts, a relatively convenient way to stop infringing products from entering the United States exists at the United States International Trade Commission. See, e.g., id.
2. Jurisdictional Issues in Trade Secret Law

Permitting more liberal extraterritorial application of trade secret by private owners may obviate the need for federal criminal laws designed to combat trade secret misappropriation. For example, reducing the Economic Espionage Act to a federal tort law with a civil remedy may suffice. But arguably such expansions of causes of actions brought by private parties could potentially be just as inhibitive on the free movement of people and ideas as the Economic Espionage Act. However, trade secret law, privately enforced, could permit the owner to prosecute against foreign entities without intruding on the movement of labor if the jurisdictional rules permitted enforcement of private trade secret rights against foreign entities. Current law does facilitate trade secret claims against foreign entities. The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit has held, for instance, that the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act does not prohibit state trade secret claims against foreign sovereigns. The court reasoned that the misappropriation of a private right did not fall within the domain of traditional sovereign powers. This decision is critical for expanding private rights under state trade secret law against foreign entities, something that the Economic Espionage Act does, but through the expansion of federal prosecutorial power.

A limitation, however, on the enforcement of state law claims is the rules on personal jurisdiction and forum non conveniens. Courts have, on many occasions, found that a state's long arm statute cannot be used to bring foreign sovereigns or entities into state or federal courts because of lack of contacts with the forum. Even when jurisdiction is found, a court may still find that the United States does not provide the convenient forum in which to adjudicate the claims. Both personal
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528 Compare 18 U.S.C. § 1832 (2006) (stating that an individual in violation of the statute "shall . . . be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 10 years, or both"). with 35 U.S.C. § 281 ("A patentee shall have remedy by civil action for infringement of his patent.").
530 See, e.g., Asahi Metal Indus. Co. v. Superior Court, 480 U.S. 102, 113–16 (1987) (requiring that the defendant have "minimum contacts" in order for the court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the defendant).
536 See, e.g., Piper Aircraft, 454 U.S. at 255–61 (analyzing several public and private interest factors that the court must take into consideration when facing a motion for forum non conveniens and concluding that the United States was not a convenient forum).
jurisdiction and forum non conveniens should be understood differently in the context of state trade secret claims.\textsuperscript{39} Courts should allow such claims to go forward keeping in mind the potential adverse effects of allowing trade secret misappropriation by foreign entities from not being adequately remedied. The broader implication of more permissive jurisdictional rules in these cases would be to mitigate the need for the Economic Espionage Act in cases where a foreign entity is the ultimate culprit.

3. Civil versus Criminal Enforcement of Intellectual Property

Trade secret misappropriation is a blend of tort and property. As Justice Holmes famously stated in \textit{E.I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co. v. Masland},\textsuperscript{39} liability for trade secret misappropriation rests on culpable conduct in the form of breach of confidence.\textsuperscript{51} However, trade secret law evolved to be property-like with misappropriation actions designed to protect the property rights of an owner, usually a firm, against a range of unauthorized uses by an employee or a competitor.\textsuperscript{52} Given this evolution, it is not surprising that trade secret law has moved in the direction of criminal law with the Economic Espionage Act.\textsuperscript{53} While my previous two reform proposals were designed to address the Act's federalization of intellectual property in order to facilitate prosecutions against non-United States entities, the last proposal addresses the problems of criminalizing trade secret law.

Criminalization of conduct can have chilling effects on the legitimate movement of labor and information across firms and across borders. The scholarly work on high velocity labor markets demonstrates this point.\textsuperscript{54} The discussion in this paper of the implications for cross-border movement of people and information shows that the chilling effects can affect international trade.\textsuperscript{55} An important step in mitigating the adverse effects of federal criminal trade secret law is to have the law focus on trade secret misappropriation as a crime against property rather than as a broad deterrent to improper conduct.\textsuperscript{56} By focusing on the theft of property, the effects of criminal trade secret law on the legitimate flow of people and information can be limited.

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 291 (1980) ("As has long been settled, and as we reaffirm today, a state court may exercise personal jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant only so long as there exist "minimum contacts" between the defendant and the forum State." (citing Int'l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945))).

\textsuperscript{50} 244 U.S. 100 (1917).

\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 102 ("[T]he starting point for the present matter [trade secret misappropriation] is not property or due process of law, but that the defendant stood in confidential relations with the plaintiffs, or one of them.").


\textsuperscript{53} See Carr, supra note 51, at 161-63 (listing some of the astounding actions against American businesses that led to the passage of the Economic Espionage Act).

\textsuperscript{54} See, e.g., SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE, supra note 15, at 29-57 (analyzing the growth of the Silicon Valley job market).

\textsuperscript{55} See, e.g., DIXIT & NORMAN, supra note 45, at 146-49 (indicating that labor migration can affect international trade).

\textsuperscript{56} See, e.g., Ruckelshaus, 467 U.S. at 1003-04, 1004 n.9 (treating a trade secret as property for Fifth Amendment Taking Clause analysis).
My proposal may at first seem to contradict the purposes of the Economic Espionage Act. As Senator Specter noted in the legislative history of the Act:

[A] major problem for law enforcement in responding to the increase in such thefts has been a glaring gap in Federal law. For many years, the United States has had a variety of theft statutes in the United States Code. These laws are derived primarily from the common law of theft. For example, it violates Federal law to move stolen property across State lines. In order to violate such laws, however, the courts have held that the property stolen cannot be intangible property, such as trade secrets or intellectual property. In addition, theft usually requires that the thief take the property with the intention of depriving the lawful owner of its use. But such a test is useless when a person copies software and leaves the original software with the lawful owner, taking only the secrets on the software but leaving the physical property. The lawful owner still has full use of the property, but its value is significantly reduced.

The Economic Espionage Act corrected the inadequacies of prior criminal law that required theft of physical property and thereby ignored the economic harms caused by theft of intangible information. I am not suggesting that we limit trade secret misappropriation claims to theft of tangible property. Instead, I am suggesting that the Economic Espionage Act has moved too far, permitting convictions on facts in which concrete and valuable information may not be at issue at all.

If trade secret misappropriation is to be criminalized, then the burden should be a substantial one upon the government to demonstrate that the company has been injured by the actions of the defendants. Based upon my reading of the case law under the Economic Espionage Act, the burden on the government is fairly low given the potential adverse consequences on the movement of people and information globally. In fact, the heightened burden on the government is consistent with prosecutions by the few states that have enacted criminal trade secret statutes. States enacted criminal trade secret statutes to correct the inadequacy of traditional criminal theft statutes in protecting against appropriation of intangible information. State courts have placed a high burden on prosecution. For example, in People v. Pribich, the California Court of Appeals for the Second District overturned a conviction under the state criminal trade secret statute because the

548 See id.
549 See, e.g., United States v. Hsu, 40 F. Supp. 2d 623, 630–31 (E.D. Pa. 1999) (convicting the defendant of the inchoate offense of attempted misappropriation of a trade secret, even though all or nearly all of the knowledge contained within the “attemp” was publicly known).
550 See MILGRIM, supra note 504, § 12.06; see also GHOSH ET AL., supra note 504, at 65–71 (discussing state criminal trade secret statutes).
551 See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Engelman, 142 N.E.2d 406, 408 (Mass. 1957) (holding that the theft of trade secrets was not included under larceny statute).
552 See, e.g., People v. Pribich, 27 Cal. Rptr. 2d 113, 117 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994) (finding no trade secret misappropriation because the prosecution did not offer any evidence at trial that the information would give a competitor a competitive advantage).
prosecution had failed to show that the information at issue would give "one who
uses it an advantage over competitors."553 A similar burden should be imposed in
federal prosecutions under the Economic Espionage Act.

My proposal is also consistent with other federal statutes governing intellectual
property and computer crimes.554 The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, enacted
twelve years before the Economic Espionage Act, criminalizes unauthorized access to
computer systems.555 The Act, however, imposes a $5000 threshold for damages to
the system in order for a prosecution to proceed.556 Similarly, the No Economic Theft
Act imposes a $1000 threshold for copyright infringement through electronic means if
the infringement is not undertaken for commercial gain or personal benefit.557
Similar monetary thresholds for prosecutions under the Economic Espionage Act
would alleviate some of the concerns with the chilling effect of the Act on legitimate
employee mobility. If the prosecutor had to prove a baseline level of economic harm
before proceeding on a case, prosecutions may be less likely and only economically
harmful prosecutions will be pursued. Of course, the threshold would have to be set
at an amount that would balance the chilling effects with the deterrent effects of the
prosecution.

Making this move requires prosecution of clear cases involving trade secrets that
have been embodied in some form that can be recognized as property.558 Cases
brought on evidence of enticement of employees by competing employers or the
transfer of knowledge would be suspect under this proposed approach.559 If trade
secret law is to be criminalized, the guilty act should entail the transfer or attempted
transfer of well-developed trade secrets whose market value is unambiguous and
whose value as confidential information is established beyond a reasonable doubt.
What this means in practice is that the prosecutor has to show that the defendant
either appropriated or attempted to appropriate concrete trade secrets.
Furthermore, the focus of the prosecution is not on the bad conduct of the defendant
but on the subject matter that was the basis for the appropriation. The proposal
would challenge the use of sting operations in Economic Espionage Act cases.560
While sting operations are justified as protecting legitimate interests in trade
secrets,561 sting operations based on questionable or non-existent trade secrets can
have a chilling effect on the mobility of labor and information.562 Sting operations

553 Id. at 117.
555 Id. § 1030(a).
556 Id. The statute has no monetary threshold for, among other cases, unauthorized access to
computers that involve medical treatment or diagnosis that causes physical harm to an individual or
harm to public safety, or is used by a government agency for administration of justice, national
security, or national defense. Id. § 1030(a)(3), (5).
558 See id. (requiring a threshold value to be met before criminal prosecution is permitted).
559 Without initially meeting the threshold limit, the interactions between potential defendants
would not likely rise to the level of trade secret misappropriation. Compare Economic Espionage Act
561 See id.
562 See, e.g., id.
can be a basis for a prosecution if the government can show that there was a highly probable risk that actual trade secrets were to be appropriated absent the sting.\textsuperscript{563}

Introducing a property requirement in criminal trade secret prosecutions should not be confused with recognizing trade secrets as property akin to real property or trade secret misappropriation as akin to trespass to land.\textsuperscript{564} Instead, the property concept as I describe it here is designed to prevent prosecution of cases where the process of knowledge transmission and the creation of spillovers may be deterred.\textsuperscript{565} By requiring some concreteness in defining the subject of the misappropriation, the cause of action does not become a broad-sweeping mandate to police any conduct that might be deemed inappropriate. If trade secret is to be criminalized, a “big if” and one that has irreversibly occurred with the passage of the Economic Espionage Act, then the potential adverse consequences of criminal law on the movement of labor and information can be limited by requiring that prosecution focus on cases where concrete trade secrets that have been developed and perhaps even embodied in a tangible form is the subject of appropriation. The shift to property in criminal trade secret law can cure the overzealous prosecution of undifferentiated and ambiguous conduct.\textsuperscript{566}

**CONCLUSION: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE BOUNDARY OF THE NATION**

Intellectual property law is about progress, in the grand sense of the development of society and knowledge.\textsuperscript{567} In a more banal sense, intellectual property law is about movement, the flow of creations and innovations into the marketplace and the transformation of ideas into practical applications.\textsuperscript{568} This Article has made the case for how intellectual property affects the movement of people, particularly the way in which people serve as vectors for ideas and ideas serve to inform and attract people.\textsuperscript{569} Such movement occurs through the institution of firms and also the institution of the nation-state.\textsuperscript{570} Through its effects on the movement of people and ideas, intellectual property serves to demarcate and regulate the boundaries of firms and of nations.\textsuperscript{571}

\textsuperscript{563} See id.

\textsuperscript{564} See, e.g., Hyde, *The Wealth of Shared Information*, supra note 15 (indicating that the traditional legal notions of property may need to be relaxed as related to trade secret law).

\textsuperscript{565} See, e.g., United States v. Hsu, 40 F. Supp. 2d 632, 628–31 (E.D. Pa. 1999) (convicting the defendant of the inchoate offense of attempted misappropriation of a trade secret, even though all or nearly all of the knowledge contained within the “attempt” was publicly known).

\textsuperscript{566} See generally LEE WITH ZIA, supra note 478 (chronicling the FBI’s false accusation of espionage against Wen Ho Lee).

\textsuperscript{567} U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”).

\textsuperscript{568} See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. §§ 101, 112 (2006) (allowing an inventor patent rights for his or her invention in exchange for a full, enabling public disclosure of the invention).

\textsuperscript{569} See supra Section II.B.

\textsuperscript{570} See, e.g., SAXENIAN, THE NEW ARGONAUTS, supra note 18, at 274–324 (documenting the growth of India’s economy as related to the information technology business sector).

\textsuperscript{571} See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. §§ 184–85 (requiring individuals to obtain license from the U.S. before obtaining foreign patent rights, and prohibiting individuals and corporations from obtaining U.S. patent rights if the entity filed a foreign patent application prior to obtaining the license).
By considering the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, I have both illustrated my thesis that intellectual property law affects the movement people and presented the argument for open borders and fluid boundaries in the promotion of innovation. But this defense of openness should not be seen as a turn against law. In fact, the goal of free movement of people and ideas supports the case for the enforcement of federal criminal trade secret law in property terms.\textsuperscript{572} The focus on conduct in the Economic Espionage Act, as demonstrated by the criminalization of a civil cause of action, interferes with the functioning of high velocity labor markets. A turn towards criminal enforcement based on misappropriation of clear property interests militates against this turn. In analyzing the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, my conclusion is that it is an unnecessary piece of legislation. Reforms in traditional intellectual property law should satisfy some of the more plausible concerns raised in defense of the Act. But as a result of political compromise and social fears, the Act will not vanish soon. I hope that the arguments here place our understanding of the Act in its proper perspective, serve in the formulation of reforms that limit its potential harmful effects on international trade in information, and, most importantly, aid in understanding the role of intellectual property law in shaping global markets.

\textsuperscript{572} See Saxenian, The New Argonauts, \textit{supra} note 18, at 184.